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Editorial
The new edition of proeurope1 wants to put into reach the necessary tools of solidarity for 
youths. Youths are not, as sometimes implicated, a group of demotivated personalities, 
denying taking over their part in society and not showing any interest in their surroundings. 
Nevertheless, this kind of generalisation lately was implied very often, and all youths were 
pigeonholed like that. However, like society itself, the youth is very heterogeneous and 
differentiated. There are those people who are engaged in social projects and those who are 
not; there are those who work with public initiatives and those who are not participating; 
there are those who want to collaborate in action groups denouncing grievances, etc. To 
facilitate the distribution of information and to rise public interest for projects working for 
just causes and the equality of opportunities concerning economic, social, cultural or 
geographical factors,… in this third edition of proeurope1, you’ll find all the necessary tools to 
realize and fight for a just cause and take part in a social project. There is a great variety of 
different paths and steps to take part in solidarity initiatives (social awareness campaigns, 
marathons, NGOs, selling of products, helping people in your environment, taking part in 
social projects,...). 

Yes, there are a lot of reasons which are worth fighting for, and for sure you’ll find a 
program, project or organisation in which you might take part and get involved in this new 
edition of proeurope1. 

Furthermore, you’ll find everything you need to know in order to realize an Erasmus, 
festivals which are celebrated in different parts and cities, experiences from youngsters, a 
skiing reportage of the Alps of Savoy, France, reports about different cities in Europe and 
more in this issue... 

...Proeurope1, your European magazine! 
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SOCRATES programme

What is SOCRATES?

SOCRATES is a European programme of education and training. 

Which are its main goals?
1.Knowledge
2.Educationforeverybody
3.Lifelonglearning 
4.Learningofforeignlanguages
5. Mobility and Innovation

How does SOCRATES realize these goals?
1.Mobilizationof young students, university students and teachers
2.Translational cooperation and projects
3.Recognition of qualifications and skills
4.Common educational system
5. European training for professors 

Which countries can participate?
SOCRATES is open to the participation of: 

• the twenty-seven EU member-countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, United Kingdom, Czech 
Republic, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and Hungary;

• the countries of the European Economic Area: Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway;
• the candidate countries: Turkey.

SOCRATES now contains eight different programs: 

One of them is the ERASMUS programme, which has been launched in 1987 and was then 
included under the SOCRATES umbrella. The SOCRATES programme ended on 31st 
December 1999 and was replaced with the Socrates II programme on 24th January 2000. 
This program, in turn, was replaced by the Lifelong Learning Programme 2007-2013 starting 
on 1st January 2007. By promoting European student mobility, Erasmus develops an 
increased recognition of European citizenship among university students. Its story tells us 
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that, after twenty-one years, "Erasmus" continues to be a major accomplishment of the 
European Union. 

What is ERASMUS about?

Why “Erasmus”?
The ERASMUS programme (European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of 
University Students) is named after the Dutch humanist and theologian Erasmus of 
Rotterdam (1466-1536), who travelled across Europe for several years in order to 
understand its different cultures. 

Who can participate?
Every student who fulfils the following conditions:

• being enrolled in a formal programme of study at a higher education level leading to 
a degree or a diploma (including doctoral level) in one of the 31 participating 
countries (EU 27 + Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Turkey); 

• having successfully completed at least the first year of his/her university studies. 

How long can I stay abroad?
The ERASMUS programme gives you the possibility to spend 3 up to 12 months abroad. 

Who can help me?
The international relations office or the Erasmus office of the university is the first 
port to get information about how to participate in the ERASMUS programme. They provide 
information about all the exchanges the institution is involved in.
The European Commission’s website (http://ec.europa.eu ) and the universities’ 
websites also give details of the activities as well as of the participating countries and 
institutions. 

Is the Erasmus period recognised in the student’s degree?
The Erasmus study period is an integral part of the programme of study of your 
university. For the study period abroad full academic recognition is given. For this reason, 
the majority of the European universities have adopted the European Credit Transfer 
System (ECTS). 

What is the amount of the Erasmus grant?
After a selection process, grants are allocated to students by their home university. The not-
charging  of  fees  by  the  host  university  is  a  fundamental  precondition  for  the  Erasmus 
mobility.
The amount of the grant varies from country to country, but is not intended to cover all the 
expenses  of  the  student.  It  can  be  combined  with  additional  funds  provided  by  the 
university, the Member States, Regions or other public or private bodies. 
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An advice for the accommodation...
In order to keep expenses down and increase mobility, many students also use the European 
Commission supported accommodation network, CasaSwap, which is a free website where 
students and young people can rent, sublet, offer and swap accommodation on a national 
and international basis. 

What about the exams?
The examination procedure to be followed will be the one applied by the host institution. This 
may involve written papers and/or oral examinations. Unless there are significant reasons to 
do otherwise, the language of the examination will be that of the host institution. In general, 
an Erasmus student will not have to pass another exam at his/her university of origin to 
receive academic recognition. This depends on the learning agreement signed before the 
departure. 

Why should I choose an ERASMUS experience?

• Improvement of foreign languages knowledge 
• sense of community among students from different countries 
• grant 
• more flexibility and understanding of the complexity of the job environment 
• increase of employability. 

Erasmus has developed beyond of  just  being an educational  programme. It  gives  many 
European university students the chance of living in a foreign country for the first time, and 
it has reached the status of a social and cultural phenomenon. 

If you would like to have an idea about the Erasmus experience...

The Erasmus experience  has also been the  theme of  a recent  and successful  film titled 
“L’auberge  espagnole”,  where  the  protagonists,  who  come  from  different  European 
countries, live and study in Barcelona for a year. 
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Help the others to help ourselves: supportive work and NGOs.
Finishing high school, a lot of youngsters start to think about the option of completing 
their education, which, until that moment has been very theoretical, with an experience 
that could be new and useful. In fact, the university studies can not always satisfy this 
desire, even if you leave home and start to live in another city in order to go to university.

For other people, it is the first trip, the first summer spent far away from home or the 
only way to get to know an international environment and discover a place that they 
have often thought of.

For everyone, it surely is the best way to help needy people.

What are we speaking about? What kind of experience is it? Do we 
really have the possibility to do something new and useful?

Yes, we are speaking about supportive work and non-governmental organizations.

What’s an NGO?
The characteristics: An NGO is a legally constituted organization created by private persons 
or organizations with no participation or representation of any government. When a non-
governmental organization is funded totally or partially by governments, it maintains its non-
governmental status by excluding government representatives from membership in the 
organization.

The history: The end of the Cold War, which characterized international politics from the end 
of the Second World War to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, called for the regulation and 
the legislative recognition of non-governmental organizations. These necessities derived from 
the geopolitical changes that stressed the inequalities between rich and poor countries.

The values:

• To  raise  awareness  of  the  southern  problems  in  the  North  by  education  about 
sustainable development. 

• To realize actions with a lasting outcome and to use adequate ways of fund-raising. 
• To make visible a world movement in which it is possible to criticize the system of 

international  dependencies,  following  the  goals  of  equal  conditions  for  different 
peoples, cultures and sexes. 

• To  develop  the  democratic  idea  and  protect  human  rights,  stressing  peace, 
disarmament and development cooperation. 

• To not use military solutions as a way to resolve conflicts. 
• To remove the causes of underdevelopment, considering especially the problems of 

overproduction and the increased agricultural production. 
• To fight the exploitation of children. 
• To develop a multicultural society. 
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• To remove the inequalities between the sexes by improving women’s role within the 
economy. 

• To improve the status of the environment. 

How can you cooperate with NGOs, doing your supportive work?
Short-time work camps Voluntary experiences. During two or three weeks, you’ll have 
the possibility to contribute to the realization of a social action project in various different 
fields: from the restructuring of social and culture centers to the assistance for handicapped 
persons;  from the  realization  of  youth  and  cultural  activities  with  lasting  effects  to  the 
preservation and the cleaning of beaches, parks and paths; from the restoring of recreation 
grounds to solidarity campaigns for southern countries. 

Why should I do it?
1. To get to know the voluntary world, participating in solidarity activities.
2. To improve your English.
3. To meet youngsters of other countries and discover different cultures.
4. To participate in activities of entertainment, trips, tours and meetings with the local 
people. 
5. To enrich your curriculum with an experience that is recognized by employers and 
schools.
...in other words, to do something concrete and useful to develop a better world!

Other things to know:

• Only  people  aged  over  18  can  apply (you  have  to  be  20  years  old,  if  you 
participate  in  a  world  camp of  a  Southern country,  or 18 years  old  if  you have 
already participated in a world camp of a foreign country). 

• You have to  pay  the  trip  and  a  registration fee;  the  room and board is 
offered by the host organization. 

• Normally about 10 to 20 persons participate in a work camp. 
• The accommodations’ conditions vary; it could be in a tent or in a building. This will 

be specified in the brief description of the data bank. 
• Normally, the volunteers have to cook and keep the camp tidy themselves. 
• It requires only a minimum knowledge of English and a good motivation. 
• There  are  also  camps for  youngsters  aged  16-26,  camps for  teens  aged 16-18, 

camps for teens aged 15-17, etc... 

Volunteer in your country
When we speak about international cooperation, we always think about someone who leaves 
his or her own country to fly to South-America or to Africa. We are wrong. A NGO isn’t only 
about  this.  A lot  of  volunteers  work  in  the  country  where  they  live,  giving,  for 
example,  information,  raising awareness,  helping remote projects,  raising funds 
and participating in many other activities which are very important for the functioning of 
the organizations and for a concrete solidarity with the people of the South. 

Some concrete examples...
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• Groups of friends who help a project from their home, within the parish church or the 
neighborhood and,  in  collaboration  with  an NGO,  start  raising funds,  organize 
making-aware-nights and other kinds of local events. 

• Shop assistant in a supportive and fair trade shop. In fact, the fair trade is now 
regarded as a new way to think about the cooperation with the South countries. 

• Sponsorships as a well-known possibility to help needy people (who are normally 
children), paying a small monthly or annual amount to make it possible for them to 
attend school or simply buy food and clothes. 

• Training courses, books and multi-cultural games in order to teach youngsters 
the culture of other people and the problems of developing countries. This is another 
way to develop multicultural awareness! 

• Etc... 

Missions for professionals:
A lot of  European universities have an agreement with Latin American universities or 
universities of other countries in the South. Since ten years, for example, the University of 
Padua (Italy) organizes interchanges between Italian and Ecuadorian eye doctors: Italian doctors 
go to Ecuador to do delicate operations and offer training courses for local doctors; Ecuadorian 
doctors go to Italy to work in Padua’s hospital and follow the courses there. This is a very good 
idea  that  will  be  repeated  soon  in  other  developing  countries  and  with  other  works  and 
specializations. 

...And more!
If  you  are  interested  in,  here  you’ll  find  other  examples  of  peace  or  non-governmental 
organizations. There are many possibilities to cooperate and to really do supportive work! 

IFRE Volunteers
Global  Future  Institute  DBA  Institute  for  Field  Research  Expeditions  is  a  non-profit 
organization offering  summer volunteer programs and  internship programs abroad, 
which provide benefits beyond professional development only,  ongoing and year-round 
volunteer projects abroad and  sponsorships. In collaboration with local organizations, 
IFRE presently offers volunteer programs abroad in Nepal, India, Sri Lanka, China, Thailand, 
Peru, Costa Rica, Ghana, Kenya, South Africa and Tanzania. These volunteer programs focus 
on  working  in  orphanages,  teaching  English,  health  projects  and  conservation 
efforts. If you are interested in doing something new and useful for your life and for the 
lives  of  less-fortunate  communities  we  advise  you  to  visit  the  IFRE  home  page: 
www.ifrevolunteers.org. 

Service Civil International
The Service Civil International is a voluntary service organization with forty-three groups and 
branches worldwide. It coordinates  international voluntary projects across all of the 
five continents, but it is mainly located in Europe and Asia. The projects can be either 
short term (work camps of 2-4 weeks) or long term (LTV placements of 3-12 months) and 
people of all ages and backgrounds can participate. Volunteers have the opportunity to 
get to know different projects all around the world; here are some examples: 

• work in a Wolf Sanctuary in the USA; 
• run activities for refugees in Kenya; 
• plant trees in Iceland; 
• help organizing a Multicultural Arts Festival in Finland; 
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• promote the idea of a democratic Palestine to children in Syria; 
• rebuild a community hall in Sierra Leone; 
• teach English to nuns in Nepal; 
• and many more. 

For more information visit: www.sciint.org. 

COCAT
COCAT is the coordination platform of workcamp organisers in Catalonia. COCAT works for 
the promotion of voluntary service, as a tool for personal and communitary development, 
mainly through workcamps, and puts its efforts in the fostering of networking in the local 
and the international  field.  Also the promotion of  long term voluntary service,  trainings, 
social inclusion through voluntary service, are the other projects developped in this area and 
around the world. 
More information: www.cocat.org. 

WorldVolunteer Web
The World Volunteer Web, created by the United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme 
in partnership with other organizations, is an  online hub that gives you the possibility to 
meet other people, share resources and coordinate activities to mobilize volunteer action. 
This web page also represents a way to: 

• create an online reference platform of information and resources linked to all 
forms of  volunteerism worldwide which  are  available  to  the  global  volunteer 
community; 

• offer  tools  and resources for  sharing information and knowledge and for 
networking in the volunteer community; 

• invite other volunteers to partnerships in order to promote volunteerism through 
a voluntary and collaborative approach. 

If you are interested, visit: www.worldvolunteerweb.org.
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Report realized by
Martina Braggion

LENDINARA: what else?

When you say Veneto, one of the 20 regions of Italy, everyone think about Venice, Verona, 
and Padua. Without doubt, thanks to these beautiful cities, the Veneto region ranks first in 
the tourist sector in Europe, but there are also other little towns that you have to visit! One 
of these is Lendinara!

Lendinara is a town and commune in the province of Rovigo and it is located in the 
northeastern part of Italy. It is part of the historical and geographical region of Polesine and 
it borders north with the provinces of Verona, Padua and Venice, south with the province of 
Ferrara, west with the province of Mantua and east with the Adriatic Sea. Lendinara has a 
total population of 12,198 inhabitants, called “lendinaresi”. 

Visiting Lendinara means to see how this town has lived, worked, fighting, and produced 
culture throughout the centuries.

How to get there?
Train: railway line Verona-Rovigo (stop at Lendinara’s railway station). If you want more 
information you can visit the web page www.ferroviedellostato.it. Here you’ll find all 
the railway lines that you need!

Bus: SITA’s bus lines (stop at Lendinara’s station). If you need to check the timetable or 
other bus lines that SITA offers you, click on www.sita-on-line.it/sita-
veneto/homeveneto.

Airplane: the airports that you’ll find here are all connected directly with the railway line to 
the city of Rovigo that is 15 Km far from Lendinara. You can also take the bus or a taxi, but 
this last one it could be more expensive! 

• Guglielmo Marconi of Bologna (80 Km) www.bologna-airport.it 
• Marco Polo of Venice (80 Km) www.veniceairport.it 
• Valerio Capullo of Verona (80 Km) www.aeroportoverona.it 

Car: Motorway A13 Padua-Bologna, exit Rovigo. Highway SS434 Transpolesana (Verona-
Rovigo), exit Lendinara. Regional road SR88 (Rovigo-Badia Polesine). 
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Accommodation:
There is a nice Bed and Breakfast that is also very easy to find! The Bed and Breakfast Il 
Bastianino is only 300 m far from the railway station and it is also very near to the central 
square, Risorgimento’s square.

Il Bastianino is an antic house where the noble and rich family Malmignati originally lived. 
Here you can see also the Adigetto, a former course of the Adige that flows across Lendinara 
and I think this is another aspect thanks to which Il Bastianino represents a really romantic 
and suggestive place! For more details check the web page www.ilbastianino.com. 

Transportation:
I advise you to simply visit Lendinara on foot because the most important historical 
monuments and squares are very near. But if you would like to see also the other towns like 
Rovigo, Fratta Polesine or Adria, you have only to check the timetable of SITA’s bus lines or 
the railway lines!

Restaurants:
Would you like to taste some of the typical products of the Veneto region? Or would you 
simply eat a good Italian pizza or a dish of pasta? In Lendinara there are two restaurants 
where I advise you to go: Le 2 Spade, Via Conti G. B., 35 and Antico Camino Via L. Canozio, 
71/1. The second one is open everyday, its speciality is the fish but here you can taste also 
some of the common cheeses, like Grana Padano, and meats of the Veneto.

Veneto is also a wine region in north-eastern Italy and for this reason you have also to drink 
some of its fine wines and grappa (or graspa in the local language). 

Events and festivals:
There are two events which are very important for 
Lendinara: one is the fair of April and the other one is the 
fair of the Madonna Del Pilastrello, the Patron of the 
town, which attracts a lot of tourists every year, from the 
1st to the 15th of September. I think it could be very nice 
for you visiting Lendinara in these two periods of the 
year! First of all because the weather normally gives you 
sunny days and also because the town talks, markets and 
visits, with the explanation of a tourist guide, to the most 
important historical monuments!

Shopping:
Lendinara is famous first of all for the presence of a lot of churches, bars and hairdresser’s! 
But don’t worry, there are also some nice shops and a big supermarket where you can find 
everything you need!
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   10 things to know (advices, recommendations, place to visit…)
1.-Remember to taste the typical cake of Lendinara! It is 
called Puazza (pua means doll, in the local language) 
and it represents a female figure without neck and arms. 
The cake is a reproduction of the old bas-relief that you 
can see on a wall adjacent to the Palazzo Pretorio in the 
central square of the town. 

2.-Do you know that the tower bell of the cathedral of 
S.Sofia, with its 101 m, is the fourth tallest tower bell in 
Italy? 

3.-Lendinara is full of very relevant works of art. The 
most important is the sanctuary of Madonna Del Pilastrello built in the first years of the 
1500, was theatre to miraculous events connected to the statue of the Black Madonna and to 
a miraculous source which flows in the marble basin located in the Cappella Del Bagno 
(chapel). The sanctuary keeps any number of works of art, also by Tintoretto, the 
Ascensione by Paolo Veronese, paintings by Tommaso Sciacca, and a S. Pietro ascribed to 
Dosso Dossi.

4.-There is also a famous theater, the Ballarin Theater, whose origins go up to 1812. It 
has been turned into a cinema in 1948, losing almost completely its native physiognomy and 
after a long difficult life as cinema, in 1986 it has been closed. Twenty years passed and on 
2nd September 2007, after careful restorations, the Ballarin Theater has returned to life, 
proposing itself as a place of theatrical shows, concerts, conferences and events!

5.-On 8th June Lendinara organized for the second time 
the historical reproduction of Garibaldi’s visit in 1867. 
The red shirts, which have colored our central square on 
17th June 2007 and which came back on 8th June, 
represent the lendinaresi who participated in Garibaldi’s 
fighting for the national unity. This was also a really 
suggestive and interesting event thanks to the presence of 
corner markets, visits to the historical palaces of the town 
(in particular Ca’ Dolfin palace and its balcony, where 
Garibaldi spoke to the lendinaresi) and the faithful 
reproduction of traditional costumes and common dancing.

6.-With Giuseppe Garibaldi, other two historical big-names for the Italian Risorgimento are 
Alberto Mario and his wife, Jessie White Mario. This two important personages lived in 
Lendinara, collaborated with Garibaldi during the process of 
national unity and did a lot also to ameliorate the situation 
of Lendinara and in general of the Polesine.

7.-Another important church is the cathedral of S. Sofia. 
It was built in 1070 in a place where there was a pagan 
temple. This last one has left statues, gravestones and 
simulacrum of the Roman period. Initially the facade was 
embellished by two idols (came from a Giunone temple), 
then walled up in the foundations of the 101 meter tower 
bell. Inside there are precious testimonies of high quality 
wood manufacturing. The 16th century S. Giuseppe church, 
very near to the cathedral of S. Sofia, is also really interesting thanks to its significant 
frescos and cinerary urns with saint’s relics.
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8.-Piazza Risorgimento is the central square which represents from centuries a place of 
meeting for all the lendinaresi. Here you can see also the Maistra tower, 25 m tall, the 
smaller Pretorio Palace, another tower with a big watch, the nearby Piazza San Marco and 
the Loggia Comunale, a 15th century building where there are a wood grating realized by 
Canozi’s brothers, an ancient city map and some relics of the Risorgimento. There are also 
other palaces which are artistically relevant as the Palazzo Boldrin and Palazzo Malmignati, 
one of the most beautiful and prestigious buildings, in which there is a rich pictures gallery. 
Finally, Casa Baccari and Ca' Dolfin are other places that I 
advise you to see. 

9.-Do you know that the name Lendinara is Celtic or 
Germanic, it means “fortress town” and it is dated back 
to the period of the barbarian invasions? 

10.-Remember that the Saturday morning is the market 
day in Lendinara city!

Report realized by
Ciprian Cozaru

The Always Surprising Orsova

'To see Paris and die', according to the famous saying. “Not 
until you will have seen Orsova”, I would continue. But first 
things first:

As regarding its nature’s touristic potential, Romania is 
probably one of the richest countries in Europe. There are 
several attractions that will be mentioned by the majority of 
people who had the chance to travel there: The Danube Delta, 
the Monasteries from Northern Moldova and Maramures, the 
Transfagarasan Road, the Medieval City of Sighisoara, and 
many more. 

But few of them will speak about Orsova, a small town, not too famous for the foreign 
tourists, but still very worthy for its recreational possibilities and splendid landscape. The 
origins of Orsova lie back in the Roman Empire, when the town was known under the name 
of Dierna. Orsova, being one of the most important port towns on this river, lies on the bank 
of a small gulf of Danube, surrounded by high hills which offer a unique panorama. The 
actual town was built in the late sixties since the old town of Orsova was flooded upon the 
construction of the Portile de Fier (Iron Gates) Dam. In the middle of the Danube, there had 
also been the very exotic Ada-Kaleh isle, inhabited mostly by Turks who kept practicing their 
ancient unchanged crafts. Elderly people from Orsova can tell a lot of interesting stories 
regarding the peculiarities of this isle. Old-time pictures are available, too.
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Orsova is the starting point towards West of one of the most spectacular road trips through 
Romania: Clisura Dunarii (The bank of the Danube). The St. Ana Monastery is probably the 
most important attraction of town. You have to endure a walk uphill, but your efforts will be 
highly repayed, since the monastery is an architectural beauty and provides a unique view 
over the town and its surroundings. 

How to get there:
Orsova is situated in the South-Western part of Romania. You can get there by train from 
Timisoara (about 3 hours) and the price is about 9 Euros, or from Bucharest (5 ½ hours); or 
you can travel by bus from either of these cities. Personally, I highly recommend the train, 
since it arrives faster and is more comfortable. During the Christmas and Easter holidays, 
though, it gets terribly crowded. 

Transportation:
The Taxi service in Orsova operates promptly and will take you to any place you want, even 
outside of town. But the best means of transportation is on foot, offering you the possibility 
to enjoy the town at its best. There is also a small bus that carries the passengers through 
the town from one end to another. 

Accommodation:
You can choose from the following: „Flora” Hostel 3*; „Manea” Hostel 3*; „Dierna” Hotel 1*; 
„Meridian”  Hotel  3*;  and „Palos”  boarding  house.  You can also choose to stay  in  Baile-
Herculane, a smaller town, equally beautiful, situated at 16 km from Orsova, that offers a lot 
of lodging opportunities. 

Restaurants:
There is a small restaurant in the port of Orsova that serves delicious food. You can also 
choose from „Egreta”, 'Pescarus' and 'Meridian'. Try the boarding houses and motels along 
the bank of Danube, in the Eselnita village, at 12 km away from Orsova, too. 

Shopping:
The local market and the Spar Supermarket provide almost anything you need. But you can 
also find a shop with traditional and religious gifts at the St. Ana monastery. It’s highly 
recommended to make a visit to Baile-Herculane, which is 16 km away from Orsova. There, 
you can also find various souvenirs and gifts.

10 things to know (advices, recommendations, places to visit…)

1.-The St Ana Monastery is situated above the town of Orsova, 
offering a great view of town, the Danube and the mountains. A 
picturesque road is leading uphill to the monastery, which can be 
easily used by pedestrians and vehicles, including buses. Its 
construction began in 1936 and was finished in 1939. According to 
the founder’s will, St. Ana is a monastic establishment of nuns, and 
its annual celebration day is on 25th of July.

2.-The Catholic Cathedral is a cross-shaped construction made up 
of concrete and wood, situated in the centre of Orsova, nearby the 
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„1800 Market”. It has a dominant position and thus can be observed from different parts of 
the town, included the E70 road. It was built between 1972 and 1976, according to the plans 
of architect Horst Fackelmann, as a result of shifting the old town of Orsova on its new 
location.

3.-The Museum of 'Portile de Fier' Region.If you are fond of flora and fauna, this 
institution will provide a great deal of interesting information. Built in 1912, this museum had 
an increasing importance for preserving the Roman archeological vestiges and researching 
the natural aspects of this region. It has four sections: history, natural sciences, ethnography 
and arts, plus an aquarium in which the Danube’s different species of fish are presented. The 
museum is located in Drobeta Turnu Severin, 25 km away from Orsova. 

4.-If you are interested in the industrial achievements of the former communist regime, then 
the 'Portile de Fier' hydroelectric plant dam is the right place for you. Built between 
1964 and 1971, the dam provides almost 12 % of the electricity demands of the country, 
being also an important access route to Serbia. There is also a museum inside the plant and 
during the night the view is abolutely fabulous since it’s literally immersed in the lights of 
thousands of lamps and spotlights, reminding visitors of an enormous extra-terrestrial 
shuttle.

5.-Visit the Mraconia Monastery. It’s situated on the bank of the Danube, at a distance of 
about 20 km west from Orsova. It is very picturesquely 'hidden', opposite the ancient Roman 
road across the Danube, along the Serbian bank. Not far from there you can observe the 
marvellous large rock sculpture of Decebal, the king of 
Dacs, the ancestors of Romanian people.

6.-During the warm period of the year, there are boat 
trips starting from Orsova, going up to the 'Cazane' 
portion of the Danube, which is considered the most 
beautiful part of the Danube, since the river is flowing 
through the Carpathian Mountains. The price is affordable 
and make sure that you don’t miss it, as it’s a good 
opportunity for superb pictures.

7.-The region around Orsova offers plenty of attractions 
for those of you who are fond of caves. 'Topolnita' cave, situated at 56 km from Orsova is 
one of the largest in Romania – about 11 km in extent. The galleries are disposed on several 
levels. The Topolnita Cave was declared a natural protected monument. The cave displays 
rich concretions (stalactites, stalagmites, curtains, stone pearls), halls, waterfalls, lakes, and 
guano deposits. Inside the cave, skeletons of cave bears (Ursus spelaeus) were found. You 
can also venture to visit the "Gura Ponicovei" and "Bulba" caves which are considerably 
difficult to access.

8.-The 'Ponoare' natural bridge – a unique karst form in Romania, represented by an 
enormous arch. It was formed due to the collapsing of the walls of a cave, thus forming an 
incredible landscape. It is part of a geological reservation, alongside other small caves and 
valleys.

9.-Baile-Herculane is a famous health resort offering lots of possiblities for mountain hiking 
and bathing in hot natural geysers, even when the temperature falls below 0 degrees. 

10.-Don’t miss the chance of trying at least one of the great dishes of fish that are served in 
the several motels and boarding houses along the road to Mraconia Monastery. 
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Report realized by
Ursina Schaede

Würzburg, a city you’ll never be able to pronounce correctly,…

....but enjoy nevertheless!! It is located on the river 
Main in the north of Bavaria and is a typical university 
town: Lots of individual bars and cozy cafes for 
students, but also many historic sights and modern arts 
museums for tourists. Although the town was 
destroyed heavily in WW II (up to 80% of the city 
centre), the majority of the historic buildings was built 
up and restored carefully again. Therefore, you still can 
admire today the residence of the prince-bishop with 
one of the largest frescos in Europe or the “Festung”, a 
castle way up on the hill.

If you’re not that much into sightseeing, however, there is also the option to spend your 
days tasting the regional white wine, called “Bocksbeutel”. Or do you prefer the freshly 
brewed regional beer after a biking tour through the vineyards surrounding the city?!

How to get there:
Train: Würzburg can easily be reached by train and the connections from other German 
cities are very practical. To check out special offers and cheaper tickets for groups, visit 
www.bahn.de/international and look for “Laendertickets” or “Happy Weekend”-
Ticket. 

Plane: The airports in Frankfurt, Nuremberg and Stuttgart are not that far from Würzburg 
and, continuing your journey by train, you’ll reach the city in about 1-2 hours. 

Transportation:
There is a very good public transport system with streetcars and buses that will bring you to 
about every place you’d like to go to. Just ask the drivers for ticket information. In the city 
center, though, you’ll be perfectly able to walk the short distances between the sights that 
are – as well as the shopping area - very close together. 

Accommodation:
The two youth-hostels are located in different sections of the town:

• “Babelfish Youth Hostel” ((www.babelfish-hostel.de) is near the central train 
station 

• “DJH Youth Hostel” (www.wuerzburg.jugendherberge.de) is in the older 
part of the city and near the river Main 

At both hostels, prices vary between 16 and 25 € per night. 

If you’d like to enjoy the nature and - coincidentally - have a tent with you, there is also a 
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camping site called “Kalte Quelle” (www.kalte-quelle.de); open all year long and even 
having a small beach nearby. 

Typical Food and Restaurants:
Of course, as a university town, a large variety of different fast-food-chains offers meals for 
kitchen-lazy students, but you should definitely try some of the special Bavarian dishes:

• For a hearty breakfast, Bavarians like to have “Weisswurst-Früstück”, which consists 
of  a  pair  of  veal  sausages  with  sweet  mustard  and 
pretzels,  topped by a beer, in order to have a good 
start into the day. But don’t worry; they’ll also serve 
you normal breakfast with fresh roles, croissants, jam 
and orange juice. 

• Sausages are very popular, so for lunch you should try 
a “Bratwurst”. The best ones in town are sold in the 
middle of the central market square. 

• After an intensive sightseeing or shopping tour in the 
afternoon, take a cappuccino or a latte macchiato in 
one of  the  crowded cafés,  and -  at  that  occasion - 
taste  some  of  the  delicious  pastries  and  creamy 
custard pies, too. 

• For dinner, just choose whatever kind of food you like; 
typically Bavarian are the dumplings with “sauerkraut” 
and some kind of meat. 

Shopping:
After having eaten too much, one usually needs to get some new clothes; so here’s a small 
overview of the shops in town:

• clothes: there are the big fashion stores like H&M, s. Oliver, Esprit, Benetton, C&A, 
Zapata  and  also  some  smaller  and  slightly  more  expensive  shops  that  offer 
skatewear (“blowout”), or different brands (“Zeitzeichen” or “maingold”) 

• food: on the market place, there are some small stands selling fruits and vegetables. 
You’ll also find bigger supermarkets like Aldi, Lidl and Edeka everywhere around the 
city. 

• books: try out the bookstore 13 ½ (www.dreizehn-einhalb.de) and if you 
already  know  some  German,  you  can  attend  a  reading-with-the-author  in  the 
evening. 

Festivals:
During summertime, living is said to be easy; especially if you choose to visit one of the 
following festivals:

• Africa Festival: This is the most popular and biggest festival of African culture and 
music in Europe with a lot of concerts on two stages, a big African market with 
typical  African  jewellery,  music  instruments  and arts&crafts.  Usually,  the  festival 
takes place at the end of May. For further information and to know the exact dates of 
this year’s event visit: www.africafestival.org 
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• Umsonst&Draussen: Here, you can listen to all kind of (mostly newcomer) bands 
and very different styles of music: Rock, Pop, Funk, Ska, Indie, HipHop, Electronic 
music, and a lot of alternative stuff that can’t be placed in any musical pigeonhole. 

In winter, one should visit the international film festival (www.filmwochenende.de), 
where - instead of the everyday Hollywood-blockbusters - more artistic films from all over 
the world are shown. In addition, the audience often has the opportunity to speak with the 
director or the actors themselves after having seen the movie. 

1.-The sight not to miss in Würzburg is the “Residenz” ( 
www.residenz-wuerzburg.de ). It was built in the 
18th century and served as the prince bishop’s winter 
palace. The style of the construction as well as the court 
garden reminds visitors of Versailles. Since 1982, the 
Residenz is UNESCO world heritage, mainly because of the 
gigantic staircase with one of the hugest ceiling-frescos in 
Europe, painted by the Italian Giovanni Batista Tiepolo.

2.-Marienberg Fortress is situated on top of a vineyard. 
There, you not only have a marvellous view of the city, but 
can also visit the museum of Franconian history and admire 
the work of famous sculptor Tilman Riemenschneider. For 
more information go to www.schloesser.bayern.de

3.-The river Main: Especially during summertime, it is 
very nice to sit on the banks of the river Main, watch the 
ships passing by and listen to melodious guitar tunes, some of the many students there will 
start to play.

4.-Museum im Kulturspeicher: This museum is a very special one and presents Concrete 
Art from the 20th century. The paintings mostly consist of 
geometrical patterns that tend to play tricks on the eyes 
of the viewer.

5.-Market place: Situated in the centre of the city, the 
market place is the central plaza in the historic core of 
town. There, you can sit down and watch passers-by as 
well as buy some fruits and vegetables on the stands. 
You’ll find the tourist information in the big yellow 
building.

6.-If you’d like to visit a lot of sights, the “Welcome 
Card” comes in handy. It costs 3€ and in change you get reduced entrance fees for many 
museums, guided tours, boat trips and much more.

7.-Being the sporty type of person, you can take part in one of the marathons, usually 
taking place in late spring. The route takes the runners through the historic part of town and 
its surroundings.

8.-More relaxing, of course, is a boat trip on the river Main, 
for example to the beautiful village of Veitshoechheim, 
where you can visit the rococo summer residence of the 
prince bishops.
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9.-After that, you’ll maybe like to have a nice view of Wuerzburg by night, so take part in a 
guided tour with a typical night watchman in the evening (www.wuerzburger-
nachtwaechter.de)

10.-Last, but not least: What about theatre? There is the Mainfranken Theater, offering 
operas, musicals and plays. And of course a wide range of smaller theatres with very varied 
repertories, like, for example the “Theater am Neunerplatz” 

More Information

Useful links: - www.wuerzburg.de/en 
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Eva Schloer
Student of English and German 

literature and International 
Communication at LMU in Munich.

Simon Strauss, Student of ancient history in Basel, Switzerland, talks us about theatre. 

“Till the Last Curtain Falls, or Why the Theatre will not Die”
Tragedy and happiness, pleasure and humour, forsakenness and comfort, grief and love; all 
this is known to mankind since primeval times. Not only does mankind know it, but 
experience it, need it, this something that can only vaguely be described as “emotion”. 

Since the day it came into existence, theatre tries to cater to the deep human desire for 
emotion, to beguile it and to transform it. 

The emergence of theatre, as can be seen in the origin of the word ("setting"), came about 
in a time when the authors of tragedies where offered the highest political offices, due to 
their talent to see through human characteristics. It came about in a time when rituals and 
veneration for the gods created categories like tragedy and comedy, and thereby influenced 
the writing and performance of theatre to this very day. Theatre has – undeniably so, but to 
a varying extent – always been a part of society; there has been no era that could go 
without it, and even public executions or the performance of a pop star share the primal 
theatrical elements of pity and fear, stirring identification and entertainment). Keeping in 
mind historical continuity, the existence of a time without theatre is out of question. Still, 
theatre – like history itself – undergoes a constant fluctuation of highs and lows. 

So, what is it that ties us humans so tightly to a phenomenon that can only be described as 
an imitating narration of interactions among humans (partly subjected to divine influence)? 

An essential characteristic of theatre is that its effects always remain a secret. To explain 
what happens on a stage (whether it symbolises “all the world” or something else) is still 
within the range of possibility. On the other hand, the mechanisms of emotional flux are 
impossible to describe or to analyse. This is because much of irrational magic of theatre is 
grounded in the evocation of the alien and the radiance thereof to the people of the present. 
Therein lies the very reason that the spectator often feels thronged by the events on the 
stage, so much so that he feels “appalled and morally purged” in the terms of the classical 
age and Lessing, or emotional involvement and commiseration. This paradoxical interplay of 
close and distant, of the past and the present, is what defines the essence of theatre. This is 
why a performed play is more than just a recited text, but instead it lives on the artistic 
spark of scenic vision. Thereby it is important to keep in mind that the author always is 
dependent on his or a time and yet the topics are – despite all disguise and difference – 
deducted from a timeless, universal reality. 
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Finally, what role does theatre play in our time? What meaning does it have? Is it not in 
danger of being replaced entirely by PC and widescreen TV in the future? 

In my opinion, quite the opposite is the case... 

Theatre is vital in this time, when much of our culture is lacking in dreams, phenomena, and 
a larger spirit of things. Even if a typical teacher’s argument – that even the most 
uninterested student would profit in some way from reading Intrigue and Love – might not 
quite correspond to Schiller’s concept of “aesthetic education”, there lies a benefit in the 
“catharsis”, the temporary cleansing of the senses, which have been overwhelmed by media 
impressions. 

But above all, the benefit of the theatre is that it doesn’t have to be ideological, even if it is 
often borne by great ideas. There is no need to pile all the portentous adjectives on the 
theatre and its plays: political, psychological, emotional, feminist, modern. Theatre has been 
all of these things for a long time and will remain so long after the short-lived buzzwords 
have faded. Theatre is something timelessly wonderful, almost divine in disguise, medium 
and authority, whose interiors consist of play and ritual. And this play will go on, must go on, 
today and tomorrow and in hundreds of years. A discouraged look, caused by the “direction-
atrocities” of its time, forgets that he has to look, like the Janus face, into the past and the 
future at the same time, to be optimistic about the chance for survival of the theatre. Even if 
in our every day life all curtains have fallen, the theatre curtain will have even more reason 
to rise! 
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Austria

Graz
Internationales Berg & Abenteuer Filmfestival/ International Mountain & 
Adventure Filmfestival 
12t–15thNovember 2008(annual)
The icing (on the cake) for all adventurers, mountaineers and environment activists: This 
film festival offers documentaries about glacier-climbing, alpine nature and the preservation 
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of the environment in the mountain region. Films released during the last three years will be 
shown and a jury selects the winner in each of the following categories: Alpine 
Documentation, Climbing on Rock and Ice, Adventure, Nature and Environment and Alpine & 
Foreign Cultures. 
For more information visit: http://www.mountainfilm.com.com 

Schladming
HorsefeathersPleasure Jam
November 2008(annual)
When the winter season begins, the Planai in the Styrian Alps become a very attractive place 
for people who like extreme sport! A lot of snowboarders, media- and industry 
representatives and professional riders from all over Europe stay in Schladming during the 
weekend testing their skills and having a good time between concerts, parties and film 
screenings. 
For more information visit: http://www.pleasurejam.com 

Salzburg
Christkindlmarkt/Christmasmarket
30thNovember–26thDecember
The air full of gingerbread scent, children’s voices singing melodious tunes, joyous people 
drinking hot punch, less joyous people frantically searching for last-minute Christmas 
presents: This is the typical Christmas Market atmosphere in Salzburg and many other 
places in Austria, Germany and Switzerland. The festive illuminated plazas stir the 
anticipation of the coming Christmas days and every year, the most beautiful girls of town 
are selected as “Christkindl” and angels. 
For more information (and to fill out the Christkindl-application form) visit: 
http://www.christkindlmarkt.co.at 

Mayrhofen
Snowbombing
13th–19thApril 2009
This never ending party includes snowboarding contests starring international talents, 
clubbing at nights, live concerts, après ski parties and everything that entertains you! Tickets 
are available on the organizers’ website. 
For more information visit: http://www.snowbombing.com 

Belgium

Essen
O.B.E.R.Christmas Beer Festival
13th–14thDecember 2008(annual)
Each year, the Objective Beer-Tasters of the Essen Region (OBER) organize a huge beer 
festival in order to promote traditional Belgium beer brands. More than 80 different types of 
beer, most of them brewed and stored in a very special way, can be sampled by visitors. 
During the past years, the festival evolved as a magnet and attracts beer-fans from all over 
the world. 
For more information visit: http://www.kerstbierfestival.be/ 
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Binche
Le Carnaval de Binche
22nd-24th February 2008(annual)
Recognized by the UNESCO as Intangible Cultural Heritage, the “Carnaval” in Binche is a 
very joyous festivity. Already starting weeks before the days of Lent, it reaches its climax on 
Sunday, Monday and Mardi Gras. Many musicians participate in the street parades and the 
spectator’s attention lies on the “mam’zelles”: men disguised as travesties in costumes 
resembling fashion during the times of the “Belle Époque”. The traditional costumes, though, 
are those of “gille”, “pierrot”, “arelquin” and “paysan”. 
For more information visit: http://www.carnavaldebinche.be 

Bulgaria

Various cities
Ladouvane
NewYear’sEve
Being single and still desperately looking for the girl to marry and have a family with? The 
festivities of Ladouvane might give you the unexpected chance of finding the woman of your 
dreams: All single Bulgarian girls who’d like to have a partner perform a ceremony. This 
includes dances around a caldron that contains the girls’ rings and fortunetelling by a 
professional witch. Don’t let this opportunity pass by…! 
For more information visit: http://www.omda.bg 

Various Places
Kucerov Den
1st March 2009(annual)
If he has found the perfect match on Ladouvane, the real man should take part in the 
fertility-rite on Kucerov Den. Traditionally, all the guys dress in fur hides, wear big sheep 
bells and perform dancing rites in order to have a fruitful year and fertile soils. The event 
also marks the beginning of the agricultural year in Bulgaria. 
For more information visit: http://www.bulgariatravel.org 

Cyprus

All over Cyprus
Green Monday Celebration
March 2009
Each Monday before Lent, a festive spirit blows over the Cypriot island: People love to gather 
with their families and friends to have picnics outside, while their children are running 
around, still dressed in their carnival’s costumes. In the afternoon, everyone can take part in 
one of the countless kite-flying contests. 
For more information visit: http://www.visitcyprus.com cometes. 
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Czech Republic

Prague
International Festival of Advent &ChristmasMusic
November–Decemeber 2008
Choirs in four different categories (men, women, mixed, children) can take part in this 
Singing Festival and present their Christmas song repertoire. Most of the concerts take place 
on the city’s Town Square and convey a festive atmosphere all over town. 
For more information visit: http://www.millenniumtravel.cz/christmas 

Prague
Days of Europe an Film
17th-29th April 2009(annual)
Since 1994, this film festival presents movies and short films from European and other 
countries. Furthermore, there are a lot of round tables and discussions, where visitors can 
exchange their personal perception of the movies and contribute to a multicultural 
atmosphere. 
For more information visit: http://www.eurofilmfest.cz/ 

Ostretín and all over Czech Republic
Paleni Cardojenic ,Witches’night
30th April 2009(annual)
In order to cast out the winter and the scary creatures connected to that season, a doll, 
resembling a witch, is burned on top of a fire. The brave ones among the spectators also like 
to jump over the flames, but better be careful!! 
For more information visit: http://www.czecot.com/ 

Denmark

Copenhagen 
CPH:PIXFilmfestival
16th–26thApril,2009
The two biggest film festivals in Denmark merged and resulted into a new festival with a new 
name: CPH: PIX. The directors carefully select the program, which mostly consists of movies 
usually not distributed everywhere. Every cinema in town takes part in the program and at 
the end of the festival the audience award goes to the most popular movie. 
PFor more information visit: http://www.natfilm.dk 

Store Magleby and other places
Fastelavn
22nd February 2009(annual) 
Not only children leap out of their beds in excitement on this day of pageant, the adults, too, 
look forward to the medieval inspired knight-games. Horsemen, dressed as knights, are 
taking part in the competition of destroying a huge barrel before the evening celebrations 
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start. Children also have their special barrels they are quite eager to open as these ones are 
filled with sweets and candy. 
Historically, though, this event derives from a fertility rite performed by medieval folks in 
order to have a good harvest. 
For more information visit: http://www.istc.org 

Finland

Helsinki
Moving in November Festival
1st-9th November 2008(annual)
The moving in November festival began in the mid-80ies in order to establish a platform for 
finish contemporary dance performances. Over the years, the event became quite popular 
famous and is now also showing the best finish and international dance premieres. 
For more information visit: http://www.liikkeellamarraskuussa.fi 

All over Finland
St .Lucia Parade
13th December 2008(annual)
In memoriam of St. Lucy, who was killed during the Roman Empire’s persecution of the 
Christians, festive parades take place all over Scandinavia. After a girl is chosen to 
incorporate St. Lucy, she is crowned in the cathedral and leads the way with her head 
illuminated by glittering candles. 
For more information visit: http://www.istc.org/ 

France

Lyon
Festival of Lights
5th–9th December 2008
The story about this festival dates back quite a while: in 1852, an inauguration ceremony of 
the new Virgin Mary statue was threatened by a big thunderstorm. However, the expected 
cloudburst went by quickly and people filed happily out of their houses to celebrate the 
unveiling of their new statue. 
Today’s festival took its first steps these days and does not only contain a light procession 
through town, but also light-installations by famous artists. 
For more information visit: http://www.lumieres.lyon.fr/ 

Menton
Lafêteducitron
13thFebruary–4thMarch 2009(annual) 
The Lemon Festival celebrates the lemon harvest all over the region. Visitors can admire 
gigantesque Buddha- and other statues, made out of citrus fruits and parading through the 
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streets by day and sometimes also by night. 
For more information visit: http://www.feteducitron.com/ 

Paris, Seine St. Denis
Banlieues Bleues
6thMarch-10thApril
The Banlieues Bleues evolved over the years as a renowned Festival, Jazz and Blues fans 
wouldn’t want to miss. Even famous Miles Davis came there to perform in the suburban town 
of Seine St. Denis. The program for next year’s concerts is not yet published, but will soon 
be released on the festival’s website. 
For more information visit: http://www.banlieuesbleues.org/ 

England

Leicester
Leicester Comedy Festival
6th-15thFebruary 2009(annual)
Have a big laugh at this comedy festival in Leicester! The main program of entertainment at 
night is supplemented by daily workshops for those who are interested in writing comedy for 
the BBC Radio Company, drawing cartoons or meeting comedy writers. Youth and children 
not only benefit from lower entrance fees, but also from specially designed programs for the 
youngsters. 
For more information visit: http://www.comedy-festival.co.uk/ 

London
LaLínea-Latinmusicfestival
1stApril–2ndMay 2009
Featuring the artists of about every style of Latin music like Gotan Project, Villa Lobos - a 
classical composer- , Ska Cubano or Seu Jorge, the whole city of London enjoys the South 
American vibes during the month of April. 
For more information visit: http://www.comono.co.uk 

London
London Book Fair 
20th-22ndApril 2009(annual)
For bibliophiles, the London book fair offers everything: 6000 exhibiting companies, over 300 
000 visitors, and in 2009 a special focus on India and Indian literature. This goes together 
with special training for Indian publishers in order to better expand on the European book 
market. 
For more information visit: http://www.londonbookfair.co.uk 
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Estonia

Tallinn
Black Nights Film Festival
13thNovember–7thDecember,2008(annual)
All about my mother (Pedro Almodovar), Run Lola Run (Tom Twyker), Buena Vista Social 
Club (Wim Wenders), 8 Women (François Ozon) and Mare Dentro (Alejandro Amenábar) are 
just among the movies shown in the past eleven years of the festival’s history. Every year, 
the audience enjoys EurAsian and Estonian films with big screen character, animation films, 
student’s films and short films made with mobile phones. 
For more information visit: http://www.poff.ee 

Tallinn 
Jazzkaar Christmas Jazz
Dec.2008(annual)
Jazz stars from all around the world are presented on several different stages. Among the 
musical talents this year are Ladysmith Black Mambazo from South Africa and many more. 
Enjoy the music and do something good at the same time: Entrance revenues go to a 
Children’s hospital. 
For more information visit: http://www.jazzkaar.eee 

Germany

Berlin
Japan Festival
14th–16th November 2008
The Berlin Postbahnof is transformed into a small Japanese island during this weekend in 
November. The program is bursting with Japanese music and cuisine; there are different 
workshops to learn iai-jutsu, the traditional martial arts; ikebana, a special way to arrange 
flowers; or origami, the art of folding. 
For more information visit: http://www.japanfestival.de 

Cologne
Carnival
November-February/March(annual)
Starting on 11th of November, at exactly 11 minutes past eleven, carnival, which is called 
the fifth season in Germany, is celebrated for almost half a year. One of the most famous 
carnivals takes place in the city of Cologne, having its highlight on Rose Monday with a huge 
parade through town. The carnival societies will show their ornamented carriages, music is 
played and sweets are thrown to the spectators.
This custom dates back to very ancient times. Before Lent, when the days of fasting started, 
a huge celebration was held to say goodbye to meat, which was forbidden to eat until Easter. 
The name derives from the Latin words “carne vale” and means “farewell to meat”. 
For more information visit: http://www.karneval.de 

Tuebingen
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Chocol Art
2nd-7thDecember 2008
For all chocolate-addicted, this is the place to go in December: The city of Tuebingen hosts 
this one-of-a-kind chocolate festival. You can not only taste samples from different 
chocolatiers, but also see a theater play, take a cooking class, watch chocolate statues or 
meet famous cooks on the fair. After this experience, it might be necessary to have a glass 
of pickles in store...! 
For more information visit: http://www.chocolart.de 

Greece

Athens
Athens Classic Marathon
9th November 2008
Invoking the memories of the first marathon race of the new Olympic era in 1896, won by 
the Greek Spyros Louis, over 10 00 runners participate annually in the Athens Marathon. The 
original route leads the athletes from Marathon to Athens, but there is also a 5km, a 10 km 
and a power walking option. 
For more information visit: http://www.athensclassicmarathon.gr 

Corf
Easter Potsmashing
12th April 2009(annual) 
With the sound of pots, pans, and vessels full of water thudding loudly onto the streets you 
will- at least acoustically- experience a different kind of Easter Sunday celebration. The 
inhabitants of Corfu preserved this century-long tradition, originally deriving from an old 
Venetian custom, so if you want to sleep in on that day, bad luck!
For more information visit: http://www.corfuxenos.gr 

Hungary

Budapest 
Gala Concertofthe 100 member Gypsyorchestra
30th December 2008(annual)
The evening’s program is all about Bulgarian wine tasting and includes a dinner for all 
guests. While eating, the audience can listen to the famous Gypsy orchestra, playing works 
from Offenbach, Brahms and Liszt as well as traditional folk music. 
For more information visit: http://www.viparts.hu 

Budapest
Budapest Fringe Festival
3rd–5thApril 2009(annual)
The Fringe Festival in Budapest, accompanying the city’s spring festival, is like a gigantic 
talent show, where string quartets, belly dancers, torch jugglers, punk rock bands and many 
more amateurs show their skills to a greater audience. The applications are so numerous 
that the organizers can only select about half of them for a performance on stage. 
For more information visit: http://www.budapestfringe.com 
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Ireland

Dublin
St.Patrick’sFestival
12th–17th March 2009
Only established in 1995 by suggestion of the Irish government, St. Patrick’s Day and the 
week before are now THE week of national celebration in Ireland. The highlight is the great 
parade with musicians, artists and comedians on the 17th of March, attracting almost a 
million of spectators each year. Even the Irish President Mary McAleese attended the 
celebrations last year. 
For more information visit: http://www.stpatricksfestival.ie 

Belfast
Songwriters’Festival
18th–22nd February 2009
Each year, national and international songwriters and artists come together and compete in 
the song writing contest. At the same time, there are over 20 concerts all over town and 
folks can enjoy the fruitful results of the contest. 
For more information visit: http://belfastnashville.panarts.org.uk 

Iceland

Reykjavik
Reykjavik Blues Festival
March 2009(annual)
Giving especially young artists the chance to perform in front of a big audience, this festival 
also hosts stars coming from the original region of the Blues, Chicago and the state of 
Mississippi. To top it off, the final concert is held in Fríkirkjan church on Good Friday with 
traditional gospels and spirituals. 
For more information visit: http://www.blues.is 

Italy

Rocca Canterano
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Festadel Cornuto
November 2008
The “cornuti” in this bizarre festival are the betrayed husbands or wives. Matrimonial 
cheating is the motto of this event, and all deceived spouses are honoured. Each year during 
the parade which contains recitation of ambiguous poems, a patroness of the betrayed is 
elected and over the past years, Hillary Clinton won several times. 
For more information visit: 
http://lazio.indettaglio.it/eng/comuni/rm/roccacanterano/roccacanter
ano.html 

Rome
Roma Europa Festival
27thSeptember-10thDecember 2008
Dance, Theatre, Visual Arts, Multimedia and Music are the central categories of this titanic 
festival, stretching over three months and taking place in the city of Rome. From Techno 
music to “Porgy and Bess” by Gershwin and a choreographic show by French actress Juliette 
Binoche, there sure is something for everyone’s taste. Enjoy the wonderful atmosphere in 
Rome’s most famous places like the Teatro Olimpico, Auditorium Parco della Musica, y 
Conciliazione, to name but a few. 
For more information visit: http://www.romaeuropa.net 

Valle d’Aosta
Lafieradi Sant ’Orso
30th-31st January 2009(annual)
Each year, about one thousand arts- and craftsmen from all over the region show the fruits 
of their work in the town of Aosta. The objects mostly are made of raw materials like wood, 
stone, leather and wool. There are sculptures as well as handmade ornaments or baskets 
and linen products. 
For more information visit: http://www.fieradisantorso.it 

Latvia

Everywhere in Latvia
Martini Festival
November 2008(annual)
No, the Italian booze has not inspired this festival’s name: Its background lies in the ancient 
agricultural calendar. It marked the beginning of the winter season and traditional dishes, for 
example the Martini balls, consisting of peas, beans, potato and hemp, are served. 
For more information visit: http://www.latviatourism.lv 

Riga
Bildes Music and Arts Festival
November/December 2008 
Among Riga’s huge variety of music festivals, this one is quite outstanding for its 
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combination of popular music with contemporary art. The event, already founded during the 
Soviet era in 1985, was the first step in the career of many famous musicians. Today, not 
only professional photographers and artists are in charge of the visual component, but even 
the musicians show their painting skills and take part in the exhibition. Last year’s topic was 
“suitcases” that were shaped in different styles at a summer workshop taking place in 
Austria. 
For more information visit: http://www.bildes.lv 

Lithuania

Vilnius
Vilnius City Jazz
12th–15th November 2008
One definitely shouldn’t miss this renowned Jazz Festival with artists from France, Germany, 
Georgia, the U.S., and many more in the capital of Lithuania. 
For more information visit: http://www.vilniuscityjazz.lt 

Vilnius
St. Casimir’s Day Fair
March 2009(annual)
In honor of the city’s patron, St. Casimir, this traditional fair is held every year on the central 
plaza in Vilnius. St. Casimir, a prince of Lithuania and Poland, died 1484 with only 25 years 
of age and therefore was canonized Saint of the Youth by Pope Pius XII. Visitors can take 
pleasure in the busy buzzing crowds on the market, and buy muginuka, a wonderfully 
decorated cookie with the name of their loved ones. 
For more information visit: http://www.vilnius-tourism.lt 

Luxemburg

Luxemburg
New Orleans meets Luxemburg
March 2009(annual)
What began in 2006 as a demonstration of solidarity to help the victims of Hurricane Katrina 
now has become a popular festival in Luxemburg. During the Easter Weekend, street 
musicians from Louisiana play Jazz and Blues, gospel choirs fill the streets with melodious 
tunes and South American food is sold for charity purposes. 
For more information visit: http://www.lcto.lu 
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Malta

Malta
The Malta Open Dance Spectacular 
29th-30th November 2009
The Malta Wheelchair Dance Association will host an open air wheelchair dance event. 
For more information visit: http://www.visitmalta.com 

Malta
Carnival 
20th–24th February 2009(annual)
During the week of carnival, the island resembles a jolly paradise. Disguised children are 
running through the streets, colored floats are presented on procession day and at night, 
bars and clubs are full of people still wearing their fancy costumes. 
For more information visit: http://www.visitmalta.com 

Norway

Oslo
Inferno Metal Festival Norway
8th–11th April 2009
This metal festival brings together the best of Norway’s Metal bands and is so popular that 
way in advance all of the tickets are sold out. During four days, 40 different bands play on 
different stages. Parallel, there is also a Metal Expo with different kinds of stands for the 
fans. 
For more information visit: http://www.infernofestival.net 

Lillehammer
Frozen Waterfall Festival
March(annual)
Having hosted the Olympic Winter games in 1994, Lillehammer still offers a lot for visitors to 
see. In the beginnings of March, different concerts by Scandinavian musicians are taking 
place, simultaneously accompanied by art performance amidst the scenery of the beautifully 
frozen waterfalls. 
For more information visit: http://www.celebrationsonnet.com/norway 

Poland

Bielsko-Biala
Bielska Zadymka Jazzowa Jazz Festival
February(annual)
Since it started in 1999, this jazz festival is one of the most important music events in 
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Poland. 
For more information visit: http://www.sztuka.bielsko.pl/en 

Warsaw
Watch Docs :Human Rights in Film-Festival
5th–14th December 2008(annual)
In Poland’s capital, films about Human Rights issues are shown every year in the beginnings 
of December. The festival is hosted by Warsaw’s Helsinki Foundation of Human Rights and 
includes a competition of the best films.
The Helsinki Foundation was established as a secret group of opposition during the Cold War 
and aimed to inform the Western democracies about the dreadful social and political 
conditions in Poland at that time. 
For more information visit: http://www.watchdocs.pl 

Portugal

Porto
Fantasporto
16th February-1st March 2009
An international film festival with emphasis on fantasy-movies, Fantasporto has become a 
very popular event in the city of Porto since 20 years. It displayed Premiers of such famous 
directors as Pedro Almodovar, the Cohen Brothers or Luc Besson. 
For more information visit: http://www.fantasporto.com 

Santa Maria da Feira
Festa da Fogaceiras
January 2009 (annual)
On this special day, young people dressed in white clothes carry bread and cakes on their 
heads on their way to church. It is said that this custom helps to cure you from a disease, 
because it revives the memories of an oath St. Sebastian made during an epidemic in 
ancient times. 
For more information visit: 
http://www.portugaltravelguide.com/en/santa_maria_da_feira.htm 

Madeira
Madeira Carnava
February 2009(annual)
Feel the infectious samba rhythms during the carnival in Madeira! On Saturday, the city 
turns itself into a huge party and everyone wears fancy costumes, so think of a funny idea to 
disguise yourself! 
Formore information visit: 
http://www.madeiraislands.travel/pls/madeira/wsmwhom0.home 
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Romania

Bucharest
Winter Gifts Festival –Museumof the Romanian Peasant
December 2008(annual)
Still looking for a creative and not so common Christmas present for your grandmother, aunt 
or other family members? Then maybe this place is the right one for you: in the museums’ 
halls, over 150 local artists sell their handmade products. The objects range from lovely 
pottery work to decorative Christmas tablecloths. 
For more information visit: http://www.muzeultaranuluiroman.ro 

Bucharest
Bucharest International Filmfest
April 2009(annual)
Movies from the U.S. alternative Sundance Festival as well as low budget productions are 
shown at the Scala Cinema in Bucharest. Prices, altogether worth over 26 000 US-Dollar, are 
awarded to each category’s winner. 
For more information visit: http://www.b-est.ro 

Scotland

Lerwick
Up Helly Aa
24 days after Christmas(annual)
This Scottish Tradition includes a long parade through town followed by the burning of a 
Viking galley, built especially for this event. The galley is accompanied by disguised squads, 
holding torches which they’ll throw on the galley later. When the ship has burned down, 
everyone joins one of the huge parties that are held at many different places. 
For more information visit: http://www.uphellyaa.org 

Burghead
Hogman
11th January 2009(annual)
The “Clavie”, a wooden barrel filled with wood shavings, is lighted and carried through town 
clockwise by twelve strong men. On their course, respectable citizens are honored with some 
smoldering embers, supposed to bring luck for the next year. In the end, the barrel is burnt 
down completely on a stone altar on Doorie Hill. 
For more information visit: http://www.hogmanay.net/ 

Serbia

Belgrade
Guitar Art Festival
February(annual)
Master classes for guitar students, an exhibition of luthiers and their handicraft, daily guitar 
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concerts and much more are offered to visitors of this event, taking place in Serbia’s capital 
Belgrade. 
For more information visit: http://www.gaf.co.yu 

Slovenia

Kranjska Gora
World Club Dog-Sledding-Race
February 2009(annual)
Starting in Tarvisio, Italia, the destination of the sled-race is situated in Kranjska Gora in 
Slovenia. More than 200 sleigh drivers with about 1000 dogs altogether participate each year 
in the 22km circuit. Spectators like to gather on several spots around the route to watch the 
race. 
For more information visit: http://www.ararad.net 

Lent
Pruning of the Old Vine
13th March 2009(annual)
This event is part of a cycle of happenings connected to the Old Vine, said to be the oldest 
vine in the world. The vines are pruned and the mayor of town selects the best scions for 
wine growing experts from all over the world. 
For more information visit: http://www.slovenia.info 

Spain

Barcelona
40 Voll Damm Festival Internacionalde Jazz Barcelona
23rd October-29th November 2008
This year, the international Jazz Festival is already celebrating its 40th edition! Therefore, a 
lot of top artists come to the city in 2008, among them Katie Melua, Mariza, the Matthew 
Herbert Big Band and many more. The stars are playing in the Palau de la Música Catalana, 
Bikini, and L’Auditori. 
For more information visit: http://www.theproject.es 

Barcelona
BAC! International Festival of Contemporary Art
2nd–28thDecember 2008(annual)
At various places all over the city, contemporary art is shown, each year dealing with a 
different topic. 2008’s theme is all about rebellion against the unreal TV-commercial world 
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we’re exposed to and the beauty standards that the media impose on us. 
For more information visit: http://www.bacfestival.com 

Jerez
Flamenco Festival 
February-March2009 
One of the most famous flamenco festivals in Spain presents international flamenco stars in 
a colorful program. Most of the shows take place in Villamarta Theater, but there are also 
exhibitions and several workshops accompanying the professional performances. 
For more information visit: http://www.festivaldejerez.es 

Valencia
Las Fallas
15th–19th March 2009(annual)
Valencia’s biggest week of celebration culminates in the burning of “las Fallas”. These are 
gigantesque papier maché figures, some of them satirical, others more serious, but every 
one of them up to 20 foot tall. During the week there are fireworks every day and the Fallas 
are presented all over town. Each of the town’s quarters takes great pride in presenting their 
own statues. 
For more information visit: http://www.valenciavalencia.com 

Rusia

Irkutsk/Moscow and many other cities
Maslenitsa
Mardigras(annual)
To welcome spring after a long and strenous winter, Russians celebrate the week of 
Pancakes around Mardi gras. Each day not only has its special kind of pancake, but there 
also are public activities like dancing or fist-fights.
The tradition goes back to pagan times, when the pancake symbolized the sun, coming back 
with full strength after long and dark winter days. 
For more information visit: http://www.maslenitsa.com 

Moscow and all main cities
Russian Winter Festival
December-January 2009(annual)
In Moscow’s Izmailovo Park, spectators are presented with the traditional Russian New Year’s 
celebration. There is folk music, games, as well as dancing around the New Year Tree, 
culinary delights and, of course, you’ll be personally welcomed by father Frost and Snow 
Maiden. 
For more information visit: http://www.moscowcity.com 
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Sweden

Kiruna
Snowfestival
January(annual)
Every January, Kiruna is hosting one of the nicest snow festivals of the region. Although the 
main attraction usually is the snow sculpture contest, there is also a wide range of activities 
for the spectators and visitors. Movies for children as well as for grown ups will be shown, a 
choir is singing and in the night there is a snow disco for adults. 
For more information visit: http://www.kiruna.snowfestival.se 

Jokkmokk
Jokkmokksmarknad-WinterMarket
5th–7th February 2009(annual)
Established in 1605, the Jokkmokk winter market stands in a long tradition. For visitors, it is 
very interesting to get an insight into the culture of the Lapps. There are reindeer races, 
delicious food to taste, storytelling and Sami music. 
For more information visit: http://www.jokkmokksmarknad.com 

Switzerland

Grindelwald
World Snow Festival
19th-24th January 2009(annual)
Grindelwald, a typical Swiss village just below the famous mountain Eiger is turned into a 
magical place when Snow artists from all over the world start to carve their icy sculptures. 
The jury will judge the artists’ work by originality, topicality and skill and in the end, a winner 
will be announced. During the competition, the village is full of visitors admiring the 
sculptures, speaking to the artists and enjoying the beautiful winter days. 
For more information visit: http://www.grindelwald.com 

Samnaun
Santa Claus World Championship, ClauWau
29th November 2008(annual)
This is probably one of the most extraordinary festivals during winter: Santa Clauses from all 
over the world can apply for this event and demonstrate their individual skills. The small 
village of Samnaun in Graubuenden is hosting teams from many different nations and the 
Santas take part in disciplines like chimney climbing, donkey trekking, and ginger bread 
decoration. 
For more information visit: http://www.clauwau.com 
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Bern
International Jazz Festival
14thMarch-24thMay 2009(annual)
There are Jazz artists from all over the world live in concert. A Must-Go for all Jazz fans! 
For more information visit: http://www.jazzfestivalbern.ch 

The Netherlands

Amsterdam
Jaminthe Dam
March 2009(annual)
The organizers describe this event as “no cops, no dogs, no mud” on their website, so this 
festival offers a lot of comfort together with very good music! Taking place in the Melkweg, 
there are two stages, but also a cafeteria and an arts museum to hang out or get some fresh 
air. The bands’ style differs from U.S. Rock to Jazz-Funk and dance-infectious-rhythms. 
For more information visit: http://www.jaminthedam.com 

Everywhere 
National Museum Weekend2009
April 2009(annual)
Take advantage of the museum weekend to visit all the pictures of Van Gogh, Rubens and 
Vermeer you’ve always wanted to see! On this weekend in April, there are no entrance fees 
for all museums nationwide. 
For more information visit: http://www.museumweekend.nl 

Turkey

Selcuk
Came Wrestling Festival
January(annual)
This bizarre kind of sport takes place in Selcuk every January. The specially trained and up 
brought camel bulls are put into an arena to fight each other. In order to raise their 
competitive spirits, a young cow is passing by. The winning camel is the one not running 
away, but sometimes this is very hard to judge. The fight, however, doesn’t contain any 
blood and the camels usually only get slightly injured. People like to bet huge sums of money 
on the contests and the camel owners take great pride in their animals. 
For more information visit: http://www.planetware.com/turkey/selcuk-tr-iz-
epsk.htm 

Ankara
International Filmfestival
March (annual)
This Festival is the most important one for Turkish filmmakers, but there are also a lot of 
international movies to be watched. 
For more information visit: http://www.filmfestankara.org.tr 
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Report realized by
Rolando Quaglio

ERASMUS IN COPHENAGEN

I was staying in Copenhagen from the end of August 2002 until the beginning of February 
2003. I’ve graduated in Venice in Economics in 2004 and during 
my studies I was always eager to apply for an Erasmus 
experience. I had the chance to choose among different 
programs in different countries and I gave my preferences to a 
place that I considered most corresponding to my idea of an 
Erasmus experience for various reasons. On one a hand, 
because of the courses that I could attend there and on the 
other hand because of the beautiful city, which then was 
completely new for me. 

I attended two courses at the Københavns Universitet, the university of my exchange 
program, and I also attended a course in the CBS, the Copenhagen Business School. I met a 
lot of people at the university and the international office treated all of the international 
students kind and patiently. Unfortunately, I arrived in Denmark 
in September at the beginning of courses, so I lost the possibility 
to attend a course of Danish, like other students had done 
before me. Despite of the fact that I was not able to speak 
Danish, during the 5 months spent there, I found everyone 
understanding and speaking English easily. I tried to learn some 
words of Danish, but I found the sounds of the language quite 
hard to repeat. I remember, that once, I decided to attend a 
course of Economics, described in the guide as being held in 
English or Danish. A the beginning of the first lesson, in a room 
stuffed with almost 200 people and just seven non-Danish students , the professor started to 
talk in Danish, but when someone told him that some students ( just 7) were foreigners, he 
switched to English without any complaints from the other students. 

Concerning accommodation, the International Student Office helped me to find an 
apartment. More or less all of the international students I met there found their 
accommodation thanks to the assistance of the office. 

My accommodation was a flat that I shared with another Italian guy, Andrea, in Norrebro, 
the Northern part of the City. The other residents of the building weren’t students. Andrea 
came from another part of Italy and was studying Law in Rome; I met him for the first time 
in Copenhagen. Living together was not bad, but I knew for sure that both of the others 
were complaining because of the fact that we were not living with other foreigners. Close to 
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my home, there was the park of Assistens Kirkegaard in which I used to go jogging or go for 
a walk. In fact, it was a cemetery, but maintained so nicely and with beautiful plants, that it 
was common to see children playing and elderly people feeding the pigeons there. A lot of 
famous people are buried there, for example Soren Kirkegaard, the philosopher, or 
Andersen, the famous author of fairytales like “The little Mermaid”. 

The statue of the mermaid, however, known as the symbol of city, is on the opposite part of 
the city. A Danish told me, that it was damaged, stolen or painted so many times that he 
was just curious to see the next mistreatment this famous sculpture would have to face. 

As we were not living on a campus or in a student house, I used to spend as much time as 
possible outside; attending classes, studying at the library or spending time with other 
students, all of us hanging out at a bar or café . The well-known Danish design is 
represented in many cafés or bars. I went to many of them in order to have a beer with 
friends after the lessons. For the nights, we used to go out with other international students, 
usually on the weekends and a couple of nights per week. I joined a couple of different 
events prepared by the International Office and most of them offered the best opportunity to 
meet other people who, like me, decided to come to Denmark for their Erasmus program. 

As a proper Danish, I bought a bike, and used it all the time to move up and down the city, 
even when it was raining and snowing. We used to go to Christiania, the famous and colored 
area, or visited the famous Carlsberg factory, with the museum of the Carlsberg Beer 
(included sampling of various types of Carlsberg Beer). 

During the time of my stay, we traveled around Denmark and to other countries, too. With a 
group of friends from different parts of Europe, for example France, Spain, Switzerland, 
Austria, and Italy, we went to Stockholm, Oslo, Hamburg, and, for one week, to a cute 
wooden house on the shores in Hivde Sande, on the West coast 
of Jutland, the mainland of Denmark, famous for its big white 
beaches. 

Although years have passed by, I’m still in touch with some of 
them now. What I found harder than expected was the lack of 
light and sun during the winter time, especially since I was not 
used to a day with just a few hours of light. Another strange 
thing was that in Denmark I was feeling really small. In Italy, I’m 
about average of height, but in Denmark, especially at the bar 
ordering a beer surrounded by Danish guys, I sometimes felt 
small. 

Concerning the food, the best (or sweetest) memory that I have 
is the one of the pastry!! I completely fell in love with all of the 
different types of pastries and I used to try a different one each 
day. 

During my stay in Copenhagen, most of the European member countries introduced the Euro 
currency. The Danish, however, decided not to follow this monetary reform and today, still 
haven’t. I still remember this being a sensitive topic when talking to local people. I also saw 
the inauguration of the first underground line, moving without any driver...strange. 

In January 2003, the city hosted a meeting of the leaders of the European Union and I met 
many Italians that came there to join the different demonstrations that took place because of 
that event. 

I still have good memories about my period there, and I hope that in the future I’ll come 
back for a holiday to see what has changed and what has remained the same.
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Report realized by
Giovanni Labate

WORK CAMP IN CATALONIA

I’m Giovanni Labate, I’m 20 years old and I’m from Italy. Last summer, I participated in a 
voluntary work camp, in the heartland of Catalonia, together with my best friend Francesco. 
The camp was organized by CRUC (Coordinació Rural de 
Catalunya), an organization which works for the development 
of the rural world for young people in Catalonia with European 
and International programs. The work camp “Rural 
Development after the Fire” took place from 12th to 31st of 
August in Pinós, a little village of the Solsonès region at 25 km 
from Solsona (Province of Lleida). During these twenty days, I 
stayed with other fourteen volunteers from all around the 
world. They came from Japan, Italy, Germany, Portugal, 
Korea, Ukraine, Finland, United States, France, and Czech Republic. 

The main aim of the international work camp was to promote a 
revaluation of the rural area, with our help and with the help of 
Catalan people, too. In fact, in 1998, Pinós suffered from a 
great catastrophe: a huge fire destroyed 27 000 hectares of 
the forest. One of our activities was working in this burnt area 
and at the same time contributing to the restoration of the 
forest and the prevention of new accidents. In general, we 
tried to increase the interest of local youngsters to stop the big 
emigration of people to Barcelona or to other big cities. 

The main activities of the participants were the cleaning and 
arranging of megalithic tombs with hoes, shovels and 
chainsaw, in order to make them more accessible; the cleaning 
of a water’s irrigation channel, which was damaged by the 
forest fire; the participation in the project Aula Rural 
d’Aprentatge (Rural learning room), created by CRUC and 
addressed to schools and groups to teach the important 
aspects of rural life, the helping with the updating of the 
material of the exhibition and the maintaining of the rural learning room; the cleaning of the 
main tourist point of Pinós called “la Rosa dels Vents”, which is situated in the centre of 
Catalonia. 

Moreover, we discovered the Solsonès region thanks to the 
discovery work and the visits to the main towns, near castles, 
churches and the Pyrenees’ ski slopes. I think that these 
discovering activities were really important, because they gave 
us the opportunity to achieve a basic knowledge about the rural 
world. During the three weeks, we also spent a day visiting the 
most important places in Barcelona and we enjoyed the natural 
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environment, with the route to Busa Mountain and the route to Pont del Clop, where we 
walked through the river for 5 km. 

About the evaluation of the camp and the activities, I have to say that, even if we were 
really isolated, we slept on the floor and we couldn’t eat so well, I had a lot of fun together 
with the other volunteers. We really loved the trips, the games and the parties at night, but 
it was a pity that it happened only during the last week. I mean that the group became really 
strong, and the people started to feel well together only during the last days. It didn’t 
depend only on the leaders. The weather, for example, didn’t help the people to wake up 
smiling during the first ten days. In fact, I didn’t think that there was so much rain and wind 
in August! Moreover, sometimes we didn’t know how to spend our free time, because we had 
a bar as our only attraction and it closed at six o’clock in the afternoon. 

Despite these little things, my general opinion about the work camp is positive and I think 
that all the youngsters have to enjoy this kind of experience once in their life! 
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Fidel Badia 
Sports technician

SKIING IN SAVOY, FRANCE

Talking about skiing and the quality of snow in the French Alps, there can be said, that there 
is a lot of very good snow, modernity and efficiency in facilities, nice lodgings and modern 
skiing areas offering everything to spend a few unforgettable days in the snow.

La Plagne “Paradiski”
La Plagne is the most popular skiing area in France. It has a lot of pistes which are perfectly 
indicated for intermediate skiers as well as beginners. La Plagne is part of “Paradiski”, 
together with the skiing area “les Arcs”. It is a skiing region with over 420km of slopes and 
you have perfect access from all different villages nearby. 

Accommodation:
11 villages are part of La Plagne and from each one of them, you can reach the pistes by 
foot. This results as being very important because we want to ski without having to drive 
long distances and wasting time in traffic jams. Each of the villages offers all the necessary 
services and some even more!! 

• Montchavin (1250m). Montchavin is a typical and very beautiful village with the 
only inconvenience of being a bit far away from 
the main skiing area. In order to arrive there, 
you have to take various lifts, but there is also 
the aerial cableway to Les Arcs. 

• Les Coches (1450m). This village probably is 
the most peaceful one, situated near 
Montchavin, and therefore sharing some 
combined slopes. It is relatively new, but 
nevertheless made attractively. 

• Montalbert (1350m). This village has very good access to all pistes, although it is 
quite a bit isolated from the rest and the ambience is almost nil there. 

• Champangny-en-Vanoise (1250m). The village is situated next to the National 
Park of Vanoise and is a typical mountain village with good access to the skiing area 
via aerial cableway. 

• Plagne (1800m). There, you’ll find no more than four little chalets and small 
apartment buildings and it is the lowest skiing region concerning its altitude. There is 
a lift leading directly to the core of la Plagne. 
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• Plagne Centri (1970m). This is the main skiing station with access to many slopes, 
although the block-like architecture does not 
contribute to create a nice atmosphere. 

• Aime- la-Plagne (2100m). This place is 
holding two records at once: It is the highest 
skiing station and at the same time the most 
ugly one with a huge building reminding of a big 
boat. The most recognizable thing is the good 
access to many slopes. 

• Plagne Soliel i Plagne Villages (2050m)): 
have good access to pistes and are very pretty with little chalets and buildings. 

• Plagne Bellecote (1930m)): Its highlight is, once again, the good access to the 
skiing region and you can literally continue 
skiing until arriving at your own doorstep. On 
the other hand, the blocks of houses are very 
ugly and do not match at all with the beautiful 
nature scenery around. However, there are 
offered a lot of services there. 

• Belle-Plagne (2050): This is all the contrary 
to Bellecote! Belle-Plagne is a small mountain 
village with very good access to pistes. The 
aerial cableway between the two villages serves as communication tool until one 
o’clock in the night, and makes it therefore possible for you to switch places easily. 

Pistes:
To have in mind:

La Plagne “Paradiski” is one of the biggest skiing regions 
in France and it takes you quite some time to figure out 
what 420km of slopes really mean and how you can 
enjoy them at their maximum. In la Plagne, you’ll find 
very good connections between the different stations, 
but it can’t be avoided to row on the tracks from time to 
time.

The most remarkable:

Champagny on the southern side offers the best red 
pistes of this station and from Borseliers, you can reach 
the Roche Mio(2700m), where the glacier of Bellecote 
(2550-3250m) begins. There, you’ll find the best slopes 
for skiing experts. The glacier is also accessible from 
Bellecote. From the glacier, we can enjoy an incredible 
view and a lot of nice red slopes leading to the zone of 
Pierres Planches (1250-2340m), being the connection 
point to les Arcs, starting in les Coches or Montchavin. 

The snow is of an outstanding quality and the station is oriented well.
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Technical aspects: 

Km of tracks: 220km (420km including les Arcs 
"Paradiski") 
66 lifts 
aerial cableways: 10 
chair lifts: 33 
lowest point: 1250m 
highest point: 3250m 
easy pistes: 37% 
intermediate pistes: 39% 
professional pistes: 24%

Beginners: Excellent. La Plagne is one of the best skiing areas to learn how to ski. There are 
a lot of easy slopes, where it will surely not be any traumatic experience to begin skiing and 
every village has its own specially prepared area for absolute beginners and children.

Intermediate level: Very good. Intermediate skiers will encounter a lot of pistes, meeting 
their expectations. For mayor enjoyment, the blue and red slopes are very long ones, the 
longest measuring 15km.

Experts and Professionals: Good, there are some interesting black pistes especially for 
experts, but the others are more for intermediate level. The descends from the glacier 
bellecote is highly recommendable and for those of you who are interested in free-riding, 
there is the possibility to discover some “secret” places under the guidance of a well trained 
skiing monitor, stimulating you adrenalin for sure.

Terrain Parks: In la PLagne, there ar a total of 3 terrain Parks with a Big Air, a Boarder 
Cross, and a Halfpipe of 100m.

Après–ski: La Plagne does not exactly offer a lot of après-ski possibilities. The area is quite 
tranquil, but in each village, you’ll find some lively bars and restaurants being open until late 
at night.

For more information visit: www.la-plagne.com 

Map:
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“Les 3 Vallées”, the biggest skiing area in the world
Every skier dreams of being able to ski at leat once in Les 3 Vallées. It is constituted of 
Couchevel, Val Thorens and les Menuires (valle de Belleville) and Meribel.

With more than 600km of perfectly prepared pistes, modern installations and excellent snow 
quality, les 3 Vallées are probably the most prestigious skiing areas in the French Alps. 

COURCHEVEL
Is considered as one of the best skiing stations of the world and offers pistes for all types of 
skier. Overall, there is a lot of snow and modern lifts as well as one of the best lodgings in 
the French Alps.

Accommodation:
• La Praz or Courchevel 1300, This is the lowest of the villages concerning altitude 

and the original nucleus of the valley. A village with a lot of charm and surrounded 
by a beautiful scenery. Only keep in mind that 
to come back to La Praz there are only red and 
black pistes. 

• Courcehevel 1550, is a cheaper alternative 
although services are a bit limited. Good 
economic option. 

• Courchevel 1650, is a very nice zone and 
quiet, too. Although it is separated from the 
others, it is well connected nevertheless. 

• Courchevel 1850, is completely surrounded 
by lifts and offers very good access to all pistes. Although it is not extremely 
beautiful, it is the only village with après-ski feeling and has a shopping center as 
well as some bars and restaurants. 

• La Tania, economically is the best option for those who’d like to ski in Courchevel 
without paying the sometimes exorbitant prices. 

Pistes:
To have in mind:

Chourchevel is divided into three different zones, Bel Air 
Signal (1.6000-2.545m), perfect for beginners and skiers 
of intermediate level. La Saluire-la Vizelle (1480-2740m) 
and the lower part, also known by the name of Verdons, 
with excellent pistes and very good free-riding options 
and as third one chenus (1260-2275m) offering in its 
upper part very easy and well prepared pistes and in the 
lower part good descents between forests and red and 
black pistes.

The most remarkable things:

The snow conditions in Courchevel are magnificent, together with Val Thorens the best ones 
in the 3 Vallées and the preparation and grooming of slopes is excellent. Furthermore, in 
Courchevel you usually don’t have to queue. 
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Technical dates:

Km of tracks: 600km 
88 lifts 
aerial cableways: 42
chair lifts: 68 
Lowest point: 1300m 
Highest point: 3300m 
Easy pistes: 33% 
Intermediate pistes: 41% 
Professional pistes: 26%

Beginners: Excellent. The skiing area offers excellent green pistes and slopes for beginners 
which are very well orientated. These slopes have everything a beginner needs for its first 
days of skiing.

Intermediate: Excellent. Overall, there are a lot of red and blue slopes that are very 
recommendable for skiers of intermediate level and the connection tracks which are very 
good make it possible to improve skiing skills a lot each day without losing time with 
orientation.

Experts: Excellent. The Pistes in Courchevel don’t miss anything. Slopes like that ones 
descending to La Saluire and others like, for example, those of Vallée Escondido or those of 
Vallée des Avals. The possibilities are various and for each skiing level, especially for the 
“addicts” of free-riding.

Terrain-Parks: In Plantrey, you’ll find a Terrain Park for experts with Halfpipes, various 
modules, tables, etc.

Après–ski: Courchevel is not especially famous for its après-ski possibilities. Only in 
Courchevel 1850 you’ll encounter some spots, whereas in the rest of the area there is almost 
nothing else. You have to keep in mind, though, that the prices are quite high there.

Val Thorens
The highest of the skiing stations in the 3 Vallées and the French Alps with a lot of snow. 
Even more, it is a beautiful place with a nice architecture and modern lifts as well as lodging 
possibilities in walking distance to the pistes. It’s a very idyllic place for skiing. 

Accomodation
Situated in the upper part of Belleville, surrounded by 
beautiful mountains and with excellent pistes that are 
crossing the station, Val Thorens is a village only 
accessible on foot. Therefore, we have to leave the car 
outside in the parking lot and can enjoy a fantastic 
ambience with an incredible view of the mountains and 
fresh air. The village offers all necessary services. The 
location of your accommodation doesn’t matter at all, 
as all of them are in close reach to the pistes. 
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       Pistes:
To have in mind:

In Val Thorens, you’ll find yourself probably queuing 
during the rush hours and especially for the aerial 
cableway leading to the top of Caron. But having said 
this, there is to add that if you’re skiing in Val Thorens 
you have the possibility to benefit from 170 km of 
pistes, 30 lifts and the general orientation of pistes to 
the northern side, so that the snow quality is 
excellent. Overall, if Val Thorens is your skiing choice, 
you won’t be disappointed!

The most remarkable: 

The two glaciers (Péclet and Chavière) are just above Val Thorens and the descents from 
these points to the village are absolutely indispensable and for those ones who still don’t 
have enough, there is also the top of Caron (3120m) with the largest and best pistes of Val 
Thorens. There is also to mention the free-riding options that are uncountable, as in all parts 
of the 3 Vallées.

Technical dates:

Km of tracks: 600km 
88 lifts 
aerial cableways: 42 
chair lifts: 68 
Lowest point: 1300m 
Highest point: 3300m 
Easy pistes: 33% 
Intermediate pistes: 41% 
Professional pistes: 26%

Beginners: Good. The pistes for absolute beginners in green and blue are very good and 
well groomed. You might keep in mind that as there really is a lot of snow in Val Thorens, 
apart from having a type of climate a bit tougher than the rest, the skiing-start could be a bit 
difficult.

Intermediate: Excellent. Val Thorens has a lot of blue and red pistes of middle level, which 
proves ideal for the intermediate level and the snow is of very good quality to improve your 
skiing skills.

Experts: Excellent. The pistes in Val Thorens have everything for the more professional 
skiers and, over all, the free-riding possibilities are incredible, what adds as an extra-plus of 
quality. The most remarkable surely is the piste of Combe de Caron as being the most 
complicated of all.

Terrain-Parks: The snowpark of Val Thorens has Quarters, Tables, a Pipe of 100m and a lot 
more to enjoy the park.

Après –ski: in Val Thorens you can find a good atmosphere concerning après-ski. There are 
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various pubs, discos and live bands animating the audience in this magnificent skiing station.

LES MENUIRES
Are forming part of the valley of Belleville together with Val Thorens. The most remarkable 
about les Menuires are the prices which are the most economic ones in the 3 Vallées. This 
probably derives from its a bit unfortunate architecture. But the mere fact of having the 
possibility of skiing in the best area of the world is a sufficient motive for planning a stay 
without disappointment in Les Menuires. 

Accomodation:
The village of Les Menuires doesn’t have the best 
reputation in les 3 Vallées. As we already have mentioned 
before, its architecture does not contribute to its 
attractiveness. Although there have been various new 
constructions during the last years in areas like Reberty 
or Hameau des Marmottes offering better quality lodgings 
in more modern and comfortable buildings made of wood 
and stone. In the inner part of the valley of Belleville 
you’ll also find the village of St. Martin which has a nicer 
atmosphere and direct access to Meribel and Les 
Menuires. 

Pistes:
To have in mind:

Les Menuires offer a total of 160km of pistes and more 
than 40 lifts. Usually, there aren’t a lot of queues and the 
lifts are very modern. Nevertheless, you might find a 
bunch of people at once on some of the pistes. Concerning 
the western part, there might be problems with the snow 
quality but there are a lot of snow canons solving this 
problem. 

The most remarkable:

In Les Menuires, the pistes are spectacular , especially the “autopistes”. In La Masse there 
are excellent red, black and free-riding pistes and it is one of the best areas to ski in the 3 
Vallées. 

Technical Dates:

Km of tracks: 600km 
88 lifts 
aerial cableways: 42 
chair lifts: 68 
Lowest point: 1300m 
Highest point: 3300m 
Easy pistes: 33% 
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Intermediate pistes: 41% 
Professional pistes: 26%

Beginners: Good. The biggest problem you might encounter is the condition of the snow 
which could be a bit problematic although the lifts and pistes in general are adequate for 
beginners.

Intermediate level: Excellent. The majority of pistes are excellent for intermediate skiers 
and there is also the connection with Val Thorens and the famous mountain La Masse which 
is accessible for intermediate skiers as well and offers a great snow quality.

Experts: Excellent. Although on the first view Les Menuires seem to consist mainly of red 
and blue pistes, it is a paradise for experts and free-riding-junkies, included the mountain of 
la masse.

Terrain-Parks: In les Menuires, there is a Snow park in the area of Boyes, completed with 
Boarder Cross, Quarters, Glissière, Pyramide and Tables.

Après–ski: in Les Menuires, the spots to spend your free time are the shopping galleries 
and although these might not be the best ones, there are a lot of them and they are lively, 
too.

Meribel-Brides les Bains
Having the central position in the 3 Vallées, between Courchevel and Les Menuires, Meribel-
Brides offers an excellent access to all parts of the skiing region. The pistes are impressive 
and the lift-network very modern. Next to Meribel, this village has the most beautiful 
architecture, with precious chalets typical for the Alps of Savoy, although the prices are 
really high here, corresponding the excellent offer of services there. 

Accommodation:
Meribel is one of the newest stations, the buildings are all wooden and the place is very nice. 

• Meribel (1450m). is a very comfortable place and very nice indeed, surrounded by 
forests and the original station. 

• Mottaret (1700). is not that beautiful compared 
with Meribel, but the options to access the lifts 
and services are very good, though there are less 
shops and atmosphere. 

• Meribel-Village (1400m) is the smallest village 
with some lodging possibilities and little offer of 
services but with good access to the skiing area. 

• Birdes-les-Bains(600m), has an aerial 
cableway with which you can get to the main 
pistes in half an hour as Birdes-les-Baines is located in the lower part of the valley. 
The advantage is that prices are a lot cheaper there. There is not a lot of atmosphere 
but all services that are necessary. 
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Pistes:
To have in mind:

The snow in Meribel might not be that good as in the 
other areas depending on the lower level. But in general, 
all pistes are accessible and the snow quality is good. 

The most remarkable:

The connections to the rest of the area are very good and 
there is to mark that the area of Tougnette (24000) has 
excellent pistes and with the Mont Vallon (2950) offering 
a series of great red descents and superb snow quality.

Technical dates:

Km of tracks: 600km 
88 lifts 
aerial cableways: 42 
chair lifts: 68 
Lowest point: 1300m 
Highest point: 3300m 
Easy pistes: 33% 
Intermediate pistes: 41% 
Professional pistes: 26%

Beginners: Very good. The beginner’s zone is very good and progressive. There is a variety 
between things for first-day-beginners to pistes between trees to advance in your skiing 
skills in a more funny way.

Intermediate: Excellent. Meribel together with the rest of the valley is probably the 
paradise for skiers of intermediate level. There is everything, from blue pistes to advanced 
red ones that make it possible to improve your technique.

Experts: Very good. For experts, the free-riding pistes of Mont Vallon are remarkable as well 
as highly recommendable.

Terrain-Parks: In Meribel, there are terrain Parks, the Moon Park and Plattières with a Half 
pipe , Boarder cross of 650m ... just about everything.

Après–ski: In Meribel, the most elegant parties are thrown, according to its philosophy. For 
the party-goers, the night never seems to end.

For more information visit: www.els3vallees.com 
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Map:
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Report realized by:
Rosamaria Reig i Ramellat

Merzouga, Erg Chebbi desert

When we speak about the Moroccan desert, we are referring 
to Erg Chebbi, a range of changing dunes, higher as 
mountains of a varied color range depending on the beam of 
sunlight. It differs from smoked grey in the sunrise to a 
blinding yellow at midday and pink or orange at midday. 
Here, the blue men, the Berber nomads, have adapted 
themselves to the touristic demand and nowadays offer a 
great variety of leisure activities. Our reportage is based on 
the triangle drawn by Merzouga city and the dunes ranges. 

To get there:
The fastest and most economic way to get there is by plane, there are a lot of low-cost 
companies departing from the main European capitals. There are different options depending 
on which kind of trip you are looking for.

• Marrakech. It is located at 12 hours by car from Erg Chebbi. The best option is to 
organize the trip towards the dunes in two days, because the route between both 
places really is worth the efforts. You will cross the Moroccan Alto Atlas, the 
mountain range which divides the north of the Country area from west to east. You 
will find a meandering narrow road with different mountain passes that you will have 
to cross. This road offers amazing views over the valleys. It is recommended to sleep 
in Ourzazate, because it is situated half way.

• Ouarzazate. Situated only 5 hours from Merzouga, 
it is the main city. You can find it just after crossing 
the Alto Atlas. It is a commercial city and a meeting 
spot between the north´s different touristic routes. 

• Errachidia. The nearest big city, just two hours by 
car it is the fastest option if you want to go directly 
to the desert, although it is the smallest airport and 
you’ll find less availability of timetables and rates.
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Transport:
Morocco has an uneven landscape, and the best option to 
gain access everywhere is to rent a 4X4, even more if you 
want to move through the desert or to cross the Alto Atlas 
and get to know the coast, parking the car on the sand. 
Another adventurous way is doing it with a camel. 

Where to sleep:
Riads are the typical Moroccan accommodation; these are 
traditional Moroccan houses, usually with only few windows facing out and discreet doors. 
From big inside looking windows you can see the big courtyard, generally open, with a tiled 
floor where water is the main element. The common areas are placed in the ground floor 
decorated with traditional craftwork leading to the rooms on the floors upstairs. Luxury, 
colorful and wooden items are remarkable elements. 

If we just head to Erg Chebbi, my personal recommendation is Kanz Erremal Riad, a hotel 
situated in the front row of the desert, where the service, restoration and rooms offer you 
the best views of your stay. Its privileged location makes it unique, like its boundless 
swimming pool in the middle of the hot desert sand.

http://www.kanz-erremal.com/ 

Where to eat:
The Moroccan kitchen is well known for its great variety and its devotion to species. In the 
following, I’ll mention some of its best typical dishes. 

• Cous-cous: This probably is the most well-known Moroccan dish. It is vapor boiled 
ground rice served with vegetables, chicken, meat or fish. You will be able to taste it 
different ways depending on the part of the country you’re staying at and the chef’s 
creativity. 

• Tagine: The same word defines the receptacle in which you eat it: a pottery dish 
with a conic lid which can contain meat, chicken, fish or vegetables. 

• Tea with mint: You can drink it whenever you want, in every single place of the 
country without worrying about the time or the temperature. I have to say that it is a 
hot drink, very sweet shaken with mint leaves that quench your thirst, because your 
body temperature raises and this makes you feel less hot. 

Nightlife:
Morocco is a Muslim country, the night life is about getting out and get a bit of fresh air. At 
dusk, all the cities are full of people and people from all ages are chatting, children play, 
jump and run. When the hottest hours disappear, the population gets some relieve.
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10 things to know:
1.-4X4 in the Dunes

From different parts of its mountain chain there are a lot of routes by 4X4. You can choose 
various ways of doing it, from modern cars with air conditioning, to Quads or even old Land 
Rovers on which you can add a mattress on the roof-rack and cross the deserts above on 
the car. Erg Chebbi is 22 km long and measures 5 km in width, so you will need at least 3 
hours to cross it from north to south. During your trip, you will be able to see the haimas 
from the nomad Berbers (the desert blue men) and if you stop next to a sweet water well, 
which you will find, in a minute you are going to find yourself in the middle of a huge swarm 
of children with artisanal objects: necklace made of fruit pit, stone bangles or dolls made of 
cloth pieces. They are good connoisseurs of the dribble art.

The best and most spectacular view is the mountain chain which divided Morocco from 
Algeria. The huge earth extension, burned from the sun and dividing both countries is 
known for being compared as a mirage in the desert. Because at the same time the heat 
rises, there’s a bright fog that produces some reflexes like real images.

2.-Camel crossing towards the Big Dune 

Camel trips are very typical in this area; in fact, most of the 
Riads own camels and offer walks for their hosts. Usually, 
they start in the afternoon, after a nap and last for 4 hours. 
Camels are well-trained animals; they are used to walk in 
the desert with calm and parsimony, sometimes until you 
lose your temper. The blue men know every single dune and 
they call them their own name. 

They usually tie the camels one to another, forming a typical 
caravan like the Berber families. I want to mention that the 
desert is not flat, or better, still presents an irregular 
geography, quite craggy and it is not possible to cross it in 
straight line.

3.-Sunrise & sunset

The most magic moments that the desert can offer you are the views of sunrise and sunset. 
The power of the sun over the sand is spectacular. It does not only give its heat on mid 
day, but also offers to her guest a huge range of colors, reds, pinks, oranges, blues and 
grays.

4.-Under the stars, sleep in a Haima

It is impossible to count the number of the stars that you can see below in the sky in the 
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middle of the desert. It is one of the places in the world where there are no lights nearby. 
The total darkness permits you to see the Milky Way clearly, as well as different 
constellations and a huge range of shooting stars falling down from different points in the 
firmament. In the middle of the desert you perceive that the world is immense and the 
human being is so small.

Spending a night in a Haima is an enjoyable experience. During the night the temperatures 
are going down very quickly, reaching a few grades centigrade in summer time and under 
cero on winter time. The Haimes are well prepared with mattresses and blankets that keep 
you warm

Before sunrise, you can see footprints from night animals, such as beetles, mice, snakes 
and foxes, in the sand.

5.-Markets: smells and colors, spices, dry fruits, incense

The markets in every city are absolutely compulsory to 
visit. There, you can find every typical product, carpets, 
fruits, vegetables, spices, dry fruits, silver jewels, 
essential oils, animals… this is the main attraction and the 
most typical. The markets are the economical centre of 
every city, as well as the social, cultural and relational 
centre. 

You can see different animals being monitored by 
inspectors because they want to buy only the healthy 
ones, or to see the huge carpets plenty of dactyls or olives. 

6.-The Art of Bargain

To haggle is the best thing to do to open a conversation, in fact, it is said that it is their 
lifestyle. Don’t assume that you will only bargain in the markets, you will have to do it every 
time. Some examples: You go to eat in a restaurant and even if the prices are written down 
in the menu, they are used to bring you some more stuff that you didn’t ask for, and then 
you will find those items added in your bill. It is at that point when you have to start 
bargaining.

When you enter a shop, you have to take a look inside first, ask for the price and you 
should say that it is too expensive and get out. If you found it nice, you can come back 
again inside the shop and ask for the price again. In this precise moment, if the price is less 
that it was that means that you can start haggling. Sometimes it takes so long that they are 
going to offer you a cup of tea. Usually, if you have patience, you will get your stuff for at 
least half the price before. 

7.-To cross the High Atlas

The Moroccan Atlas is the range of mountains that divide the country from west to east and 
from north to the south. It is very interesting to cross it 
because you realize how everything changes depending on 
the climatology they have. All those changes you can see 
spending just one day in car. If you start in Marrakech, in 
only one hour, you will leave the valley, the pollution and 
the noise behind you and you will find yourself surrounded 
by nature, with some degrees less and in the middle of 
exuberant vegetation. At that point, the real range of high 
mountains starts and it will last 4 or 5 hours by car. You 
will pass small rural towns and you will have the opportunity to drink hot tea there. 
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Afterwards, you will start to go down the mountains, where the green nature is changing to 
dry earth with palms and in some point you will find a dune obstructing your way. It is a 
long way, even if there are only 600 km. It means to invest around 12 hours by car, 
because the pavement is deplorable and changeable. 

8.-Mint Tea

It is the typical drink, but drinking tea when you are above 35 degrees is quite strange. 
Instead there is a huge logic behind and when you do it for the first time you understand 
the point. The fresh mint refreshes you and with the sugar on it you don’t even feel the 
bitterness of the tea. Then the boiled water increases your body temperature, so the 
difference between outside and inside of you diminishes and, subsequently, you feel less 
hot.

If you want to, you can cover yourself with a huge turban that covers your head, like the 
desert men do it. In case you find a sand storm you can cover your mouth, nose and ears. 
The grains of sand are really like small knifes cutting your face skin.

9.-Religious traditions

Morocco is an Arabic country and it is very traditional. Life there is closely related to 
religion, and eating pork meat or drinking alcohol is prohibited. However all traditional 
feasts are celebrated with a lot of fun and happiness. Each social celebration is also related 
to the religious ceremonies. I would like to highlight that in every Moroccan area the 
traditions are a bit different.

10.-Marrakech

One of the most well-known cities and a paradise for artists of all ages, Marrakech has a 
special mood, traditions, and colors, smells which they mix with the people, traffic, and the 
typical noise from a big European metropolis. Some of its locations are Djemma El-Fná. This 
is the main square where there are all the market stands, nightlife and street-artists. The 
Zoco or the artisans market, located in the old part of town, where the narrow streets form 
a labyrinth and where you can buy percussion instruments, tea cups, jewelry, wooden 
furniture...

The last one is the place where they work the leather. The smell is very strong and at the 
end is unbearable, but it is very genuine to see how they work the animal’s skin, the way 
they dye, cut and sew. At the end, they obtain the typical leather Moroccan items: bags, 
belts, wallets, sofas….

WEBS:
http://www.tourisme.gov.ma 
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/maps/africa/morocco/ 
http://www.marocevasions.com/kasbah.htm 
http://www.maion.com/photography/search/index_es.php 
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1.-4X4 in the Dunes

From different parts of its mountain chain there are a lot of routes by 4X4. You can choose various ways of doing it, from modern cars with air conditioning, to Quads or even old Land Rovers on which you can add a mattress on the roof-rack and cross the deserts above on the car. Erg Chebbi is 22 km long and measures 5 km in width, so you will need at least 3 hours to cross it from north to south. During your trip, you will be able to see the haimas from the nomad Berbers (the desert blue men) and if you stop next to a sweet water well, which you will find, in a minute you are going to find yourself in the middle of a huge swarm of children with artisanal objects: necklace made of fruit pit, stone bangles or dolls made of cloth pieces. They are good connoisseurs of the dribble art.

The best and most spectacular view is the mountain chain which divided Morocco from Algeria. The huge earth extension, burned from the sun and dividing both countries is known for being compared as a mirage in the desert. Because at the same time the heat rises, there’s a bright fog that produces some reflexes like real images.

2.-Camel crossing towards the Big Dune 

Camel trips are very typical in this area; in fact, most of the Riads own camels and offer walks for their hosts. Usually, they start in the afternoon, after a nap and last for 4 hours. Camels are well-trained animals; they are used to walk in the desert with calm and parsimony, sometimes until you lose your temper. The blue men know every single dune and they call them their own name. 

They usually tie the camels one to another, forming a typical caravan like the Berber families. I want to mention that the desert is not flat, or better, still presents an irregular geography, quite craggy and it is not possible to cross it in straight line.

3.-Sunrise & sunset

The most magic moments that the desert can offer you are the views of sunrise and sunset. The power of the sun over the sand is spectacular. It does not only give its heat on mid day, but also offers to her guest a huge range of colors, reds, pinks, oranges, blues and grays.

4.-Under the stars, sleep in a Haima

It is impossible to count the number of the stars that you can see below in the sky in the middle of the desert. It is one of the places in the world where there are no lights nearby. The total darkness permits you to see the Milky Way clearly, as well as different constellations and a huge range of shooting stars falling down from different points in the firmament. In the middle of the desert you perceive that the world is immense and the human being is so small.

Spending a night in a Haima is an enjoyable experience. During the night the temperatures are going down very quickly, reaching a few grades centigrade in summer time and under cero on winter time. The Haimes are well prepared with mattresses and blankets that keep you warm

Before sunrise, you can see footprints from night animals, such as beetles, mice, snakes and foxes, in the sand.

5.-Markets: smells and colors, spices, dry fruits, incense

The markets in every city are absolutely compulsory to visit. There, you can find every typical product, carpets, fruits, vegetables, spices, dry fruits, silver jewels, essential oils, animals… this is the main attraction and the most typical. The markets are the economical centre of every city, as well as the social, cultural and relational centre. 

You can see different animals being monitored by inspectors because they want to buy only the healthy ones, or to see the huge carpets plenty of dactyls or olives. 

6.-The Art of Bargain

To haggle is the best thing to do to open a conversation, in fact, it is said that it is their lifestyle. Don’t assume that you will only bargain in the markets, you will have to do it every time. Some examples: You go to eat in a restaurant and even if the prices are written down in the menu, they are used to bring you some more stuff that you didn’t ask for, and then you will find those items added in your bill. It is at that point when you have to start bargaining.

When you enter a shop, you have to take a look inside first, ask for the price and you should say that it is too expensive and get out. If you found it nice, you can come back again inside the shop and ask for the price again. In this precise moment, if the price is less that it was that means that you can start haggling. Sometimes it takes so long that they are going to offer you a cup of tea. Usually, if you have patience, you will get your stuff for at least half the price before. 

7.-To cross the High Atlas

The Moroccan Atlas is the range of mountains that divide the country from west to east and from north to the south. It is very interesting to cross it because you realize how everything changes depending on the climatology they have. All those changes you can see spending just one day in car. If you start in Marrakech, in only one hour, you will leave the valley, the pollution and the noise behind you and you will find yourself surrounded by nature, with some degrees less and in the middle of exuberant vegetation. At that point, the real range of high mountains starts and it will last 4 or 5 hours by car. You will pass small rural towns and you will have the opportunity to drink hot tea there. Afterwards, you will start to go down the mountains, where the green nature is changing to dry earth with palms and in some point you will find a dune obstructing your way. It is a long way, even if there are only 600 km. It means to invest around 12 hours by car, because the pavement is deplorable and changeable. 

8.-Mint Tea

It is the typical drink, but drinking tea when you are above 35 degrees is quite strange. Instead there is a huge logic behind and when you do it for the first time you understand the point. The fresh mint refreshes you and with the sugar on it you don’t even feel the bitterness of the tea. Then the boiled water increases your body temperature, so the difference between outside and inside of you diminishes and, subsequently, you feel less hot.

If you want to, you can cover yourself with a huge turban that covers your head, like the desert men do it. In case you find a sand storm you can cover your mouth, nose and ears. The grains of sand are really like small knifes cutting your face skin.

9.-Religious traditions

Morocco is an Arabic country and it is very traditional. Life there is closely related to religion, and eating pork meat or drinking alcohol is prohibited. However all traditional feasts are celebrated with a lot of fun and happiness. Each social celebration is also related to the religious ceremonies. I would like to highlight that in every Moroccan area the traditions are a bit different.

10.-Marrakech

One of the most well-known cities and a paradise for artists of all ages, Marrakech has a special mood, traditions, and colors, smells which they mix with the people, traffic, and the typical noise from a big European metropolis. Some of its locations are Djemma El-Fná. This is the main square where there are all the market stands, nightlife and street-artists. The Zoco or the artisans market, located in the old part of town, where the narrow streets form a labyrinth and where you can buy percussion instruments, tea cups, jewelry, wooden furniture...

The last one is the place where they work the leather. The smell is very strong and at the end is unbearable, but it is very genuine to see how they work the animal’s skin, the way they dye, cut and sew. At the end, they obtain the typical leather Moroccan items: bags, belts, wallets, sofas….
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